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SPONSORSHIP AND PURPOSE
In the Spring of 1998, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
launched a multi-year research study to identify the impacts of “network centricity” (or
simply, netcentricity) on business and organizational strategies, structures, systems, and
processes. DARPA’s motivation for pursuing this research stems from its responsibility 
to help the U.S. Armed Forces maintain technological superiority.  Netcentricity is an
outgrowth of historical and ongoing technological innovations, in that it involves both 
a technological infrastructure and a broad array of global impacts.  As a result, netcen-
tricity positions organizations to harness the power of real-time global connectivity,
information access, and collaboration.

Because of the transformational power of netcentricity, DARPA partnered with the
Robert H. Smith School of Business at the University of Maryland College Park to
conduct the following core research activities:

• Collect and summarize existing knowledge related to netcentricity.

• Organize and conduct field studies to observe netcentricity in action.

• Create and deploy an expert Blue Ribbon Panel of government, military, academic,
and industry thought leaders to review analyses of netcentric organizations, and
converge on the key dimensions of netcentric business and organizational models.

• Identify the primary questions that warrant future in-depth investigation, and
suggest research structures to address these questions as part of a national research
agenda.

ABOUT THIS REPORT
This report synthesizes the Blue Ribbon Panel’s deliberations and input, as well as the
first year of research on this project.  As such, it contributes to a more comprehensive
understanding of the issues, challenges, and opportunities associated with the shift to
ultra-high-speed networked enterprise business models in the public and private sectors.  

< iii >
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Specifically, this report:

• discusses the scope of the netcentric revolution and its impact on our personal, soci-
etal, and business lives

• presents a historical context, with the idea that understanding earlier “long waves”
of technology transformation will help us prepare for the radical organizational
changes that we face in the Netcentric Age

• discusses the economic and organizational impacts of netcentricity on:

— organizational structures and cultures
— business models
— netcentric alliances across businesses
— customer relationships
— individuals
— the military

• poses several key questions that warrant future in-depth investigation (including
research questions unique to the military)

• proposes possible approaches for implementing the national agenda for future
netcentricity-related research

• provides an inventory of federal, state, and non-profit organizations whose mission
includes research on netcentricity.

This report will be disseminated under the auspices of the the President’s Council on
Science Advisors, the National Science and Technology Council, and the Office of
Science and Technology Policy. This report should be of interest to high-level decision-
makers in military and government technology agencies, as well as academia and private
industry, who:

• want a better understanding of the profound impacts of netcentric technologies

• are in a position to lead the long wave of netcentric technology transformation

• seek input to define research and funding priorities to accelerate the diffusion of
netcentricity.

DISTINCTION FROM OTHER STUDIES
This report focuses on the juncture between technology and the business/organizational
model.  It is intended to augment the various studies conducted in recent years, which
have examined the economic or aggregate impacts of the Internet and netcentricity, as
shown in the table on the following page.



COMPARISON OF RELEVANT NETCENTRICITY AND E-COMMERCE STUDIES

A Framework for Global Electronic Commerce Subjects: Industry, consumer groups, and the 
Sponsored by The White House Internet community
July 1, 1997 Findings: This paper presents five principles to 

guide government support for the evolution of 
e-commerce, and it makes recommendations about 
nine key areas where international efforts are 
needed to preserve the Internet as a non-regulatory 
medium in which competition and customer choice 
will shape the marketplace.

The Emerging Digital Economy I Subjects: Federal Express, Cisco Systems, 
Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Commerce Dell Computer, Garden Escape, W.W. Grainger, 
April 1998 and General Electric

Findings: This is primarily an economic study 
concerning the impact that e-commerce has had on 
the overall economy. It goes into detail on how 
information technology (IT) has played a role in 
economic growth.

President’s Information Technology Subjects: PITAC represents members of the research, 
Advisory Committee (PITAC: education, and library communities, as well as 
Investing in Our Future industry representatives
Sponsored by the National Coordinating Office Findings: This study focuses on the Federal 
for Computing, Information, and Communications Government’s role in the future development of 
February 24, 1999 e-commerce, and how research dollars should  

be spent.

The Internet Economy Indicators Subjects:  Research and interviews with more  
Sponsored by Cisco Systems Inc./University of Texas than 3,000 organizations, analyses of financial 
June 10, 1999 statements, product and service descriptions, 

and multiple secondary sources
Findings: This study focuses on the economics  
of e-commerce, and estimates the impact on the 
overall economy.

The Emerging Digital Economy II Subjects: Many government agencies and private 
Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Commerce organizations
June 22, 1999 Findings: This study continues the research 

concerning economic effects of IT on the overall 
economy.

More related to the current study is the literature on how networks are transforming the
way companies and organizations interact with their customers, suppliers, and partners.
Such literature calls the Internet the most powerful tool for collaborating with customers
and business partners, and industry pundits predict that the amount of information 
shared with supply chain partners will more than double by 2001.*

Although technology is the engine underlying these fundamental economic and infra-
structure developments, technology is not the focus of this report.  Rather, this report
augments earlier studies through its multidisciplinary analysis of the profound business 
and organizational impacts that result from the netcentric technology revolution. That 
is, this report examines the impacts of netcentricity, and suggests a research agenda, to
position organizations to make effective strategic decisions to fully harness the power 
of netcentricity.

* Henroitt, Lisa, “Transforming Supply Chains into e-Chains,” Supply Chain Management Review 
Global Supplement, 1999.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“Network centricity” (or simply, netcentricity) is the power of digital networks to
distribute information instantly and on a global scale.

As it revolutionizes every aspect of life, netcentricity is plunging us headlong into an age
of instantaneous and global access to a wealth of information assets and services. To a
large extent, the success stories of the 21st century will rest on the ability of organiza-
tions to understand, harness, and accelerate the diffusion of netcentric technologies.
Those who can succeed in these objectives will emerge as the public- and private-sector
leaders of the new Millennium.

This report presents the results of a year-long study sponsored
by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

This executive summary presents the scope of the netcentric
revolution and its impact on our personal, societal, and business
lives. It also explains that the problem we face is not a lack of
technologies. Rather, the challenge is to accelerate the diffusion
of netcentricity by transforming the fundamental business
model, as well as the fabric of organizational structure and
culture, industry relationships, and individual behaviors. To
solve this problem, we need a defined research agenda to address
the strategic, managerial, technical, and behavioral factors that
accelerate or hinder the diffusion of netcentricity.

Building on that foundation, this executive summary then high-
lights the key concepts that are discussed in greater detail in
subsequent sections of the report. Specifically, the remaining
sections:

• present a historical context, with the idea that understanding
earlier technology transformations will help us prepare for
the radical organizational changes that we face in the
Netcentric Age

• discuss the profound economic and organizational impacts
of netcentricity (including those that are unique to the 
military)

• pose several key questions that warrant future in-depth
investigation (including those that are unique to the 
military)

• propose possible approaches for implementing the national
research agenda to promote a better understanding of the
antecedents and enablers for diffusion of netcentricity

• provide an inventory of federal, state, and non-profit organi-
zations whose mission includes research on netcentricity.

Compaq receives a phone order from a business

customer, uses its online system to search its own

inventory databases and those of its network of

suppliers, automatically schedules assembly and

delivery of the order, and confirms the delivery

details with the customer — all within 3 seconds.

A telemedicine system digitizes a patient’s brain

tumor scans, and transmits them across the United

States for a second opinion from a specialist.

Within minutes, the reply guides the surgeon’s

hands during the delicate operation that ensues.

Via the Internet from his home computer in New

York, a political leader mobilizes a spiritual

movement of millions taking place half a world

away.  In the past year, “cyberactivists” have

changed the course of political events in China,

Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, and Serbia/Kosovo.

In addition to traditional ground warfare and air

strikes, NATO forces in Kosovo were forced to defend

against Yugoslav hackers who waged an “infowar”

against NATO’s computer network.



THE NETCENTRIC REVOLUTION
Netcentricity is a technological, organizational, and behavioral revolution.

With the introduction of netcentricity, vast global connectivity, real-time collaboration,
and rapid and convenient information exchange are seeping into every facet of our
personal, societal, and business lives. As it evolves, netcentricity is rapidly reshaping
fundamental business models and practices throughout the global economy. To keep
pace, netcentric organizations evolve from permanent control structures to structures
that are temporary, permeable, and elastic. Such organizations exhibit the following
defining characteristics of netcentricity:

• Advanced information management strategies create competitive advantage through
instantaneous and reliable exchange of information assets and services.

• Information and service exchanges extend beyond organizational boundaries to
supply chain partners and others in the marketplace.

• Information is derived from distributed sources through open access rules, seamless
interactivity, multi-directional information flows, and standardized technical plat-
forms.

• Information can be customized with ease, thereby facilitating rapid and high-quality
decision-making and responses.

• A technological architecture allows for continuously changing, loosely coupled work
teams, built on a foundation of trust among participants, with minimal barriers
attributable to organizational levels and boundaries, locations, hierarchical forms,
industries, or market structures.

Although the Internet is a fulcrum of the netcentric business model, the transfor-
mation of the business model is not restricted to companies in the Internet business
sector. Rather, this transformation permeates all sectors of the economy that are
evolving toward netcentricity.

It is important to differentiate between the Internet business sector and organizations
adopting the netcentric business model. Internet companies are key to the netcentric
economy, but they are not the only sector revolutionized by netcentricity’s technological,
organizational, and managerial facets.

Manufacturers, logistics and supply companies, retailers, banks and financial trading
companies, travel agencies, education providers, government agencies, and the military
are just a few of the economic segments in which the business model has been
profoundly changed by the opportunities and challenges of netcentricity. For these 
organizations, the Internet and other information networks are simply the core 
operating tools to facilitate rapid information exchange as part of the overarching
netcentric business model.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY< 2 >



HISTORICAL CONTEXT
As we attempt to understand the radical organizational changes that we face in the
Netcentric Age, it is valuable to revisit earlier “long waves” of transformation.

History clearly substantiates the fact that the diffusion of revolutionary technologies can
transform entire economies. Nonetheless, previous technologies have taken a relatively
long time to achieve pervasiveness. Building on this observation, the Russian economist,
Kondratiev, tracked 50-year technology-driven economic cycles, as discussed in the
Historical Context section of this report.

To compound its pervasive impact, the netcentric revolution is occurring far more
rapidly than any previous transformation involving radical technological change.

Compared to previous technology long waves, the diffusion of netcentricity is occurring
with remarkable speed and extensive impacts. Nonetheless, industry experts agree that
the use of netcentricity is just beginning, as discussed in the Historical Context section 
of this report.

With the netcentric wave upon us, we lack the luxury of hindsight to predict its
outcome or gauge its historical socioeconomic impact. Today, we know only that the
wave is real, and we have begun to sense the magnitude of the changes that will be
wrought by netcentricity.

Consequently, future research must address strategies for guiding the accelerated 
diffusion of these revolutionary technologies to enable businesses, organizations, 
and individuals to harness the power and reap the benefits of netcentricity.

MAPPING THE IMPACTS OF NETCENTRICITY
As a starting point to focus the study, the Blue Ribbon Panel converged on five initial
areas of research, including:

• organizational structures and cultures

• business models

• alliances across businesses

• customer relationships and e-consumer behavior

• individuals’ information and cognitive processes.

The third section of this report discusses the profound economic and organizational
impacts that netcentricity seems to have in each of these areas. The following tables
summarize the impacts observed to date in each of these areas. In addition, the final
table summarizes observations regarding the unique impacts that netcentricity appears to
have on the military. In each case, the observations at this stage are tentative, and
designed to stimulate additional research to derive a deeper understanding of the
impacts and related issues.

< 3 >EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND CULTURES

IMPACTS OF NETCENTRICITY OBSERVATIONS

Leadership • Compared to charismatic or transformational (i.e., change-oriented)
leadership, transactional (i.e., exchange-based) leadership may be
better suited to netcentric organizations.

Management Processes • Management’s role is as an enabler of information flows, and does not
equate to control or authority.

• Control and authority reside with those who possess and deploy 
knowledge and information.

Knowledge Ownership • The delineation between manager and worker may become blurred as
netcentricity erodes one of the key prerogatives of management —
control over information.

• The knowledge asset in netcentric organizations is embedded in the
network (often in explicit forms) and in the knowledge worker, and is
transparent and portable.

• Information flows freely among all internal and external partners from
the top to the bottom of the chain.

Employee Attraction • Netcentric organizations may attract individuals who seek information 
and Retention openness, autonomy, and reduced structure.

• Vulnerability to the loss of an organization’s core information assets
places a premium on understanding how netcentric organizations can
attract and retain knowledge workers.

Employee-Employer • Netcentricity encourages temporary and geographically distributed 
Contract relationships with employees.

• Temporary employment relationships increase employment flexibility, 
but may reduce long-term loyalty and the affinity of individuals to 
organizations.

Organizational Size • Netcentric organizations have less “mass” (revenues and number of
employees) than pre-net organizations, because of their intangible
assets and networked relationships.

• Smaller size allows greater speed, agility, spontaneity, and direct
connectivity with organizational members.

Organizational Change • Netcentricity compels organizations to manage and effect change in
shorter, continuing cycles, while avoiding employee burnout or organi-
zational chaos.

• Change occurs often without deliberate planning, through experimenta-
tion and after-the-fact correction.

• Groups can form and disband with great fluidity, rapidly creating and
accessing requisite knowledge and information.

Organizational Form • Instead of hierarchies, netcentric organizations are structured as fluid
knowledge teams, which are formed and disbanded around real-time
business needs.

• The lines of demarcation are often permeable, with open and dynamic
information exchange and fluid relationships among netcentric organiza-
tions and their partners in the information chain.

< 4 > EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



BUSINESS MODELS

IMPACTS OF NETCENTRICITY OBSERVATIONS

Launch Strategy • The “first mover” advantage is much greater in the netcentric economy,
because the first mover can scale up extremely rapidly, with small (or
even zero) incremental investment.

• The “fast follower” strategy is potentially devastating to its adopters in
the netcentric marketplace.

Costs of Entry • The costs of entry are frequently (although not uniformly) lower if the
organization is trading in an intangible asset that does not require a
substantial physical and distribution infrastructure.

Barriers to Entry • The netcentric business model may present certain barriers to entry,
including:

— intellectual property laws

— access rules

— international contract and liability laws 

— privacy rules.

Planning and Execution • “Strategic optioning” replaces planning.

• Netcentric organizations patch strategies, processes, and products as
they go, rather than perfecting before deployment.

• Products are considered market ready if they meet the standard of 
“good enough.” 

• Experimentation and correction occur in the marketplace.

Target Markets • The Internet enables unlimited market reach from a single hub, 
provided that networking is ubiquitous and there are no restrictions 
on market access.

• Netcentricity changes the basis for market segmentation, offering
various market access channels (portals, multifunction shopping sites,
or resellers).

Valuation • Netcentric organizations have different (predominantly intangible)
assets.

• Netcentric organizations do not necessarily sell their products to 
make money.

Growth Trends • Traditional growth metrics may not apply to netcentric activities.

• Growth trends are volatile and unpredictable, because the netcentric
business model allows for dramatic spikes in demand and service levels.

Pricing Model • Real-time online communication allows dynamic pricing, in addition to
fixed pricing (e.g., pricing through online auctions).

• Enlarging the range of pricing options, and facilitating rapid response to
real-time supply and demand in the marketplace, may increase sales.

Cycle Time • Netcentricity affords dramatic reductions in design and processing time
by encouraging synchronous information sharing, and parallel design or
fulfillment processes.

Resource Management • Netcentricity alleviates the need to own or control key parts and
supplies, human resources, or logistical solutions.

• Netcentric organizations concentrate their resources on growing and
enhancing their distinctive competencies.

• Non-core functions are addressed through supply chain alliances, part-
nerships, and outsourcing relationships configured as an extended
enterprise.

• Even tangible assets can be supplied in a “just-in-time” (JIT) fashion,
through e-supply chains.

< 5 >EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



Product or Service Design • To achieve mass customization, netcentricity offers a direct link
between customer requirements, and design and production functions.

• Netcentricity enables extraction of consumption data through data
mining, for use in production and marketing.

Cost-Cutting • Netcentric organizations realize reduced costs through the efficiencies
inherent in the synchronous transfer of information.

• Netcentric alliances enable organizations to save by outsourcing 
non-core activities.

• Enhanced synchronization enables netcentric organizations to slash
their inventories, and accelerate their order-to-delivery cycle times.

Store Front • The opportunity to switch to (or add) an online store front allows
access to a global market, while reducing commercial rent.

• Fully networked organizations can reduce office and operations rental
costs by employing alternative operating structures, including hoteling,
telecommuting, and outsourcing.

Marketing Channels • Netcentricity links producers directly to end users, and may eliminate
intermediaries like retailers, financial brokers, or music distributors.

Distribution • Products and services can be delivered through multiple channels
targeted at different market segments, with different underlying 
pricing models.

• Online channels may cannibalize from the traditional modes of selling.

NETCENTRIC ALLIANCES

IMPACTS OF NETCENTRICITY OBSERVATIONS

Business Partnerships • Netcentricity enables fluid, often temporary alliances among networks 
of companies, alternating between complementary and competing 
relationships, or supplier-buyer relationships.

• Netcentricity changes the tangible and intangible costs to enter,
sustain, or disband alliances.

Supply Chain • Real-time information is shared with suppliers, enabling reduced inven-
tories and cycle times, as well as tightly synchronized delivery cycles.

Alliance Constraints • Netcentric supply chains can exploit the backbone infrastructure of
existing digital networks, thereby reducing startup costs.

• Digital assets can be moved without geographic limitation, 
across the world. 

• Barriers emanating from cultural or time zone differences no longer
exist, because of the possibilities of asynchronous, impersonal 
communication.

System Interoperability • Alliances and other networked partnerships enable (and require) stan-
dardized technical and collaborative rules of engagement.

• Asset protection becomes crucial across open netcentric alliances, 
since information and expertise are transparent and insecure.
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CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

IMPACTS OF NETCENTRICITY OBSERVATIONS

Interface with Customers • Netcentricity affords additional channels for interfacing with customers.

• Customer self-service is enabled through netcentricity.

Buying Behavior • Netcentricity changes the determinants of buying decisions.

• Netcentricity changes the basis for differentiation in the 
online marketplace.

• Standard marketing concepts (such as customer loyalty, branding,
channel mix, market segmentation, location, and the buying 
“experience”) may change when selling and buying online.

Relationship Management, • Online relationships are bi-directional; customers influence and 
Customer Information, participate in the design, production, and service processes 
and Intermediaries as individuals, or as user communities.

• Managing relationships using netcentricity must build customer trust,
loyalty, and “lock-in.”

• Customers knowingly and unknowingly surrender private information.

Customer Experience • Customers can experience “hybrid realities” that blend physical and
virtual dimensions.

INDIVIDUALS

IMPACTS OF NETCENTRICITY OBSERVATIONS

Separation Between Work • Netcentricity allows two-way connectivity anywhere and anytime,
and Personal Lives through multiple media.

• Employees have the flexibility to be mobile, telecommute, and 
enjoy flextime — all without being any less responsive, informed, 
or engaged.

• Work hours are extended, employees are virtually available for 
extended hours, and the separation between work and personal 
lives becomes blurred.

• Netcentricity may erode personal lives, trigger work burnout or “brain
fatigue,” and may reduce workplace innovation and productivity.

Information Volume/ • Netcentricity magnifies information overload, the rate of knowledge 
Accessibility and obsolescence, and the need for employees to multitask.
Knowledge Obsolescence

Knowledge Acquisition • Netcentricity intensifies the need for knowledge and skill acquisition.

• Knowledge and skill acquisition can occur via intranets, extranets, and
distance learning programs.

Information Presentation • A massive amount of information is transmitted to and from employees
each hour; this information must be processed, understood, and used in
shorter turnaround times.

• Netcentricity can integrate physical and virtual information into a
hybrid reality.

< 7 >EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



IMPACTS UNIQUE TO THE MILITARY

Given the common focus on responsiveness, and the goal of adopting a more “business-
oriented” organizational model, the military and its public- and private-sector counter-
parts now have more similarities than differences with regard to the impacts of
netcentricity and strategies for accelerating its diffusion. Nonetheless, the military 
does introduce certain unique considerations, as summarized below.

IMPACTS OF NETCENTRICITY OBSERVATIONS

Integration Across • Netcentric technologies can enable the military to realize the
the Military goals of Joint Vision 2010 by building a Joint Force capable of 

delivering powerful, rapid strikes in simultaneous theaters.

• The emerging collaborative model might be ideally suited to the mili-
tary’s netcentric environment and unique mission-critical need to
operate with extreme agility, on a maximum global scale, in response to
increasingly unpredictable conflict requirements.

Structure and Processes • Netcentricity is streamlining military structures and processes.

• In order to simplify the entire extended enterprise, military leaders 
are endeavoring to construct a comprehensive network map spanning all
organizational operations.

• By eliminating vertical and horizontal organizational layers, the 
military is reducing costs and compressing the overall cycle times 
to decisions (a crucial organizational process metric).

• Information technology is the enabler of real-time management.

• The military can streamline operations and improve customer service 
by enhancing asset tracking and management through the use of bar
coding, radio frequency tags, and other tools.

• The emerging DoD technological support infrastructure will drive mili-
tary operations to act “on the fly” in “real-time” or near real-time
response to breaking events.

• As Joint Vision 2010 unfolds, the military has the opportunity to imple-
ment a dual-track approach of managing information flows at the speed
of light, and accelerating physical flows in an attempt to keep up with
that warp speed.

• The military can maximize the power of netcentricity by automating
business rules for quick response, while reserving for human interven-
tion those events that truly require conscious processing and analysis.

IT Skills as Elements of • Netcentricity presents problems related to training and retaining 
Core Competency a skilled workforce.

• As a core competency, IT will also create a different leadership impera-
tive for the military.
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GALVANIZING THE NATIONAL

RESEARCH AGENDA
Even with access to the most advanced, state-of-the-art information and communi-
cation technologies, we face unparalleled challenges in diffusing netcentricity.

The problem is not a lack of technologies. Ready availability of state-of-the-art technolo-
gies spawned the current tidal wave of netcentricity.

The real challenge is that, to fully understand and exploit these technologies, we must
effectively transform the structure, culture, and behavior of all levels of the global
community — from individual employees and customers to corporate giants, academia,
the military, and the government. To do so will require:

• changing organizational structures and cultures

• revolutionizing business models

• forming netcentric alliances across businesses

• managing customer relationships

• dealing with the impact on the individual.

Thus, we find ourselves at a vital decision point, knowing that the technology wave is
upon us, and seeking the understanding to shape and direct its future evolution.

Netcentricity is a multi-faceted phenomenon that requires a multi-disciplinary 
research agenda.

Current evidence points to greatly enhanced online multimedia capabilities over the next
5 years, together with constant increases in bandwidth availability at ever-lower costs.

Over the next 5 years, we will learn how to “enrich” the sensory
as well as intellectual content of real-time data. We will enjoy
highly visual three-dimensional wraparound views of dynamic
business processes, continuous multimedia data feeds, and real-
time filtering/decision support tools. Evidence also points to a
shift toward “event-driven” distribution and deployment systems,
as well as “portals” with Web-based views, services, and security/
data access levels customized to the individual user. Such condi-
tions will continue to challenge and extend the very concept of
knowledge, with information instantaneously flooding to the
individual user from every part of the planet and from every
possible discipline.

Currently, we have only limited tools to measure the possible productivity gains, or to
distinguish the qualitative from quantitative effects of such a technology leap.

Thus, netcentricity is, and will continue to be, a driver of national economic perfor-
mance and military security, as well as citizenry behavior, and the way individuals live
and learn throughout their lives. Yet, netcentricity is also “chaos in a box,” and its relent-
less and volatile technical progress confounds most routine modes of planning and oper-
ations. In fact, the pace of technological change consistently challenges efforts to
formulate a research agenda on netcentricity.
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On July 9, 1999, AT&T sold its biggest business

customers a minute of telephone time to Israel for

35.4 cents, less than one-third of the cost 3 years

earlier. On the same day, a minute to Israel sold for

as little as 8.4 cents among the global comm-

unications giants who traded excess long distance

bandwidth at the Arbinet electronic trading site. 



In an effort to focus the research agenda, the final section of this report begins by
converging on the most pressing research themes and questions that warrant future 
in-depth investigation to promote a better understanding of the antecedents and
enablers for diffusion of netcentricity. Next, that section proposes possible research 
structures and approaches for implementing the national research agenda. Lastly, the
final section presents the Blue Ribbon Panel’s suggested first-year action priorities for
launching the national research agenda on netcentricity, as summarized here on the
following pages.

KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Given the critical and far-reaching impact of netcentricity, it is essential that we
take definitive steps to obtain a deeper understanding of the netcentric model and
the strategies needed to guide its accelerated diffusion.

This section summarizes the overarching issues that warrant the attention of the research
community. The Blue Ribbon Panel selected these issues because they represent poten-
tially high-impact areas for diffusing netcentricity, and because they are viable research
topics in terms of scope.

These research priorities are related to each of the five impact areas discussed in the
previous section, in addition to those that are unique to the military.

Organizational Structures and Cultures

• How should netcentric organizations be structured and managed?

• What are the implications of virtual modes of operation?

• How can netcentric organizations attract, motivate, retain, and protect essential human 
and intellectual assets?

Business Models

• How can organizations make money in the netcentric model?

• How can netcentricity be used to foster innovation and entrepreneurship?

• What asset valuation approaches and metrics are appropriate for netcentric organizations?

Netcentric Alliances

• What are the critical success factors in netcentric alliances?

• How can organizations protect intellectual assets while engaging in open digital partnerships?

Customer Relationships

• What advantages do customers seek to obtain from the netcentric model? 

• What are customers’ tolerance levels and economic expectations for collection of 
private information?

• What is the role of digital user communities?

Individuals

• How can netcentric organizations avoid employee overload while enhancing access to, 
and effective utilization of, knowledge and information?

• How does the individual perceive the netcentric employment relationship?

• How can netcentricity enhance the personal lives of employees?
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Research Needs Unique to the Military

Although several of the research issues identified above have relevance and priority in the
military context, there are others that are unique to the military, including:

• What leadership profiles enhance the netcentric-based culture and decision-making processes 
of warfare?

• What are the potential impacts of e-supply chain management practices in the context of military
operations and deployment?

• What is the right configuration for decision chains when a “Common Operating Picture” 
simultaneously reaches multiple coalition partners, all of whom have the latitude to act and 
are equally key to victory?

• How can information filters be used to rapidly orient decision-makers as a battle gets under way?

• What parameters and content would constitute an effective strategy to accelerate diffusion 
of netcentricity in the military?

• How can the military realize the right alignment between internal and external knowledge 
and skills in netcentricity?

RESEARCH STRUCTURES

There are many accepted and effective ways to operationalize research priorities. These
strategies include a mix of government, academic, and industry partnerships to build
technological capability and accelerate the diffusion of netcentricity.

REAL-TIME RESEARCH NETWORKS: 
A NETCENTRIC RESEARCH ALTERNATIVE

To succeed, the research agenda must use the network itself as a channel for data collec-
tion and knowledge-building. Virtual Research Teams (VRTs) should be created,
drawing on government, university, and industry participation and resources. Each VRT
could be chartered with a budget, as well as a prescribed length of time to conduct a
structured set of research/survey activities, and report findings.

INFUSING THE NETCENTRICITY RESEARCH AGENDA

INTO NATIONAL POLICY MAKING

The U.S. Congress, together with federal technology agencies, the military, large busi-
nesses, technical associations, state and local economic development officials, and
academia need to jointly establish a loosely coordinated approach to track and stimulate
research on netcentricity.

The key is selecting the right organizational mechanism to develop and nurture 
this research. As its primary objective, a collaborative Netcentricity Research
Organization would focus on helping the Nation to maintain its lead in advancing
netcentric technology.
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The challenge to create and deploy a netcentricity research agenda should be addressed
to the high-level organization chartered to advise the President of the United States on
science and technology issues, as well as on the coordination of policy and investment.
This organization currently has three core policy units:

• The President’s Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology is composed of 
key technological leaders from the corporate and academic communities.

• The National Science and Technology (S&T) Council is composed of the major
government operating agencies that are concerned with S&T issues.

• The Office of Science and Technology Policy supports the other units, and acts as the
Nation’s S&T secretariat.

RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS

As presented in this report, the Blue Ribbon Panel has coalesced around a priority set of
themes that should serve as launch points for future research. To pursue that research
agenda and a portfolio of related research activities, the Panel believes that the President’s
Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology, the National Science and Technology 
Council, and the Office of Science and Technology Policy should develop a coordinated 
deployment plan for converging on, promoting, and realizing the netcentricity research agenda,
and for assigning accountability for implementation of these actions. In adopting this mission,
these high-level policy units should address the following first-year action priorities:

• Converge on the immediate research priorities.

• Identify government agencies, industry, and non-profit organizations with a 
netcentricity-relevant mission.

• Galvanize support and funding commitments for the execution of targeted netcen-
tricity research from relevant government agencies, corporations, industry consortia,
and not-for-profit research sponsors.

• Determine appropriate research structures and approaches for the short-term 
research priorities.

• Define clear accountability and performance timelines for implementation of the
defined research priorities.

• Launch the first wave of the research agenda by inviting a variety of research execu-
tion approaches through targeted funding incentives.

In addition, the Office of Science and Technology Policy should gauge progress mile-
stones at periodic intervals, disseminate a progress report, and assist the President’s
Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology and the National Science and Technology 
Council in dynamically adjusting their network of partners, funding priority levels, and 
strategies in response to changes in the netcentric landscape.

Of course, none of this work can be done successfully without funding. The Congress
should act to provide the funds necessary to support this research, including the funding
of existing proposals to close the “digital divide” so that all Americans can take advantage
of netcentricity, to improve the speed and usability of high-speed, deeply networked
systems, and to promote relevant education, training, and learning research programs.
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT

This section begins by reviewing the technology forces that
spawned the Netcentric Age. It then presents historical
evidence regarding radical organizational change brought 
about through “long waves” of technology transformation.
Finally, this section focuses on the netcentric technology 
transformation, noting that the wave is upon us, and all 
available evidence suggests that it will continue to permeate 
our society with unparalleled speed and force.

TECHNOLOGY FORCES AT WORK
In the Netcentric Age, the possession and dissemination of information are
replacing mechanization and industrialization as society’s economic cornerstones.

Notably, these same cornerstones are recognized as the core purposes of the Internet,
today’s ubiquitous and essential forum for the free exchange of information among
organizations and individuals in a society that is becoming increasingly mobile.

The convergence of the Internet and
related technologies (shown in the figure)
has built the communication framework
for proliferation of netcentricity.

In the information technology (IT) arena,
we are witnessing the rise of integrated
real-time management architectures that
combine the following elements:

• Client/server technology allows
distributed processing and more
effective network use.

• Advances in messaging technologies
allow real-time distribution of
messages to many users (rapid-fire
publish/subscribe modes of
messaging vs. traditional request/
update modes of messaging).

• Information filters allow:
— categorization of data streams from multiple incoming data sources
— automation of management decisions based on pre-scripted response sequences
— spotting, sorting, and issuing message alerts based on unusual or off-trend

events (i.e., management by exception).

Convergence
 of

Netcentric 
Technologies

Convergence
of

Netcentric
Technologies

Information Technology Telecom Infrastructure
  Wired (fiber, copper cable)
  Wireless (cellular, satellite)

Agent Technology
  Filters for customizing

      information feeds
  Intelligent information

      gathering agents

Interoperability Standards
  Universal data formats

      and file exchange
  Standardized business

      transaction protocols

Information Technology
•  Computer hardware
•  Scalable software
•  Network management
      tools

Telecom Infrastructure

Agent Technology Interoperability Standards

Those who can succeed in harnessing the wave and

diffusing netcentricity throughout their organizations’

business models, practices, and interrelationships will

have the potential to influence the course of this

revolution.  Such organizations will emerge as the

public- and private-sector leaders of the new

Millennium. Those who fail to acknowledge the impact

of this wave risk foundering in its wake.

The convergence of key netcentric technologies has 
greatly accelerated the current wave of organizational transformation.



More recently, high-performance networking is taking over as a fundamental technology
driver, and we are beginning to feel the effects of radical improvements in network
capacity and speed.1 This dramatic increase in bandwidth will help propel organizations
from client/server-based networking systems to a completely netcentric world.  Many
corporations have single-node network systems, maintained in-house, which will 
become extinct as multi-node Internet-based systems take over.  This will allow for a
simplified end-user experience with the complexity moved to the server.  Applications
will be updated more easily, start-up costs will be much lower, and standardization will
be easier to attain.2

Business volatility and risk are giving rise to a new age of real-time management.

Today’s “high-velocity enterprises” manage global organizations on a real-time basis.
They increase business intelligence by integrating data from diverse sources, including
the Internet, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, and legacy information
systems. In addition, they use a layer of “middleware” applications, employing dynamic
optimization rules and intelligent agents to link previously disconnected elements of the
extended electronic enterprise.  As a result, these applications enable organizations to
attain “forward visibility” over their own global processes and those of their customers,
distributors, and suppliers.

Moreover, the explosion in telecommunications capacities of 
all kinds — from satellite to fiber — has extended real-time
management architectures across broader geographic reaches.
This trend will certainly increase as organizations such as
Teledesic and Motorola offer high-speed wireless Internet access
anywhere in the world, and become channels for linking remote
corporate servers to real-time systems with a dramatic extension
of seamless connectivity.

Taken together, these technological forces have been a powerful driver of economic
and organizational change and growth.  In response, organizations have been com-
pelled to find effective ways to accelerate the diffusion of netcentricity to meet the
business needs created by these and other technologies.
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De-regulation, rapid technology advances, and

generous capital markets have combined to create

an explosion in communications supply —

exceeding even the surging communications

demands unleashed by the Internet.3

1 Herman, James, “The Industry’s New Challenge:  Network Centric Computing,” Communications Week, 1997.

2 Oracle Corporation, “Network Computing and Network Centricity,” An Oracle Business White Paper, June 1997.

3 Schiesel, Seth, “Jumping Off the Bandwidth Wagon,” New York Times, July 11, 1999.



LONG WAVES OF

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFORMATION

AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
As we attempt to understand the organizational changes that we face in the
Netcentric Age, it is valuable to examine the relative degree of innovation 
represented by the driving technologies in earlier “long waves.”

Incremental innovations are the ongoing improvements in existing products or processes
that occur within industrial sectors.  This is the most common kind of technology trans-
formation.

The next higher degree, known as radical innovations, represent breakthroughs or discon-
tinuous events that transform the input/output structures in industry.  Key examples
include the introduction of nylon as a replacement for rayon, and nuclear energy as a
replacement for fossil fuel.

Finally, revolutionary technologies, which Schumpeter described as “creative gales of
destruction,” represent the emergence of a new techno-economic paradigm.  That is,
such technologies lead to an economy-wide change of regime, with clear new rules 
and a new “commonsense” among managers about how organizations must operate 
for success.4

History clearly substantiates the fact that the diffusion of revolutionary technologies can
transform entire economies.  (Witness the fact that significant eras in history — the
Bronze and Iron Ages, for example — are named for their driving technologies.)  As
such, revolutionary technologies are sharply divergent from other types of technologies.
Each new set of revolutionary technologies brings together technical innovations in
inputs, processes, and products (hardware), with organizational and managerial innova-
tions (software and firmware).

As Freeman and Perez noted5, when a new techno-economic paradigm crystallizes, it
involves a mass shift in the economy and society:

• A new “best practice” form of organization takes hold at the firm and plant level.

• A new skill profile transforms the labor force, thereby affecting the quantity and
quality of labor and corresponding patterns of income distribution.

• A “swarming effect” occurs as use of the new technologies demonstrates drastic cost
reductions and dramatic performance and reliability improvements across products
and processes.  Swarms of industry users and institutional investors move to exploit
the new growth factors.

• Use of the new technologies spreads and intensifies, and the technologies gain social
and political acceptability.
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4 Perez, Carlotta, “Towards a Comprehensive Theory of Long Waves,” IIASA Meeting on Long Waves, Depression, 
and Innovation, Siena, Florence, October 26–29, 1983.

5 Freeman, Christopher, and Perez, Carlotta, excerpted from Carlos Dorsi, Structural Crises of Adjustment, 
Business Cycles, and Investment Behavior: Technical Change and Economic Theory, Pinter Press, London, 1988.



Such pervasiveness has historically taken a long time to achieve.  In fact, it can take 
10 years from the point of introduction of a revolutionary technology until a vanguard
company gains advantage from its use.

Building on this observation, the Russian economist, Kondratiev, tracked 50-year 
technology-driven economic cycles, as illustrated in the following figure.
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With each wave, more and more nations and levels of society became encompassed by
technological change.  The enormous impact of these technology long waves becomes
apparent when we chronicle the historic size and spread of the resulting economic trans-
formation.  It began in the British Isles, in the early 1800s, in the small triangle formed
by London, Liverpool, and Edinburgh.  The coal and textile production industries —
which still employed fewer than 2 million people in 1820 — pioneered the transforma-
tion to an industry- and technology-led economy, which encompassed some 16 million
people by 1850.

By the 1870s, the transformation embraced 50 million people in the United States,
Canada, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, and Italy.  By the end of the 
19th Century, the combined population of the “Technological Center” soared to 
250 million people. Vanguard technologies included the railroads and accompanying
telegraph networks.

Revolutionary technologies (such as cotton, pig iron, coal, steam engines, steel, electricity, energy, and netcentricity) 
drive 50-year cycles of economic boom and bust, which map to Kondratiev’s “long waves.”

Source: Freeman and Perez (op cit); and Boyson, Sandor, and Olian, Judy, Robert H. Smith School of Business, 1999.



In the period following World War I, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Finland, and the
Soviet Union all experienced rapid technological transformation, with steel, electricity,
and telephony as the vanguard technologies.  Between 1900 and 1950, the population 
of countries in the expanded Technological Center grew threefold to 750 million.6

It is helpful to keep such backdrops and long-term perspectives in mind as we seek
to understand the diffusion and impacts of the latest generation of revolutionary
technologies represented by the Internet and netcentricity.

NETCENTRICITY — THE LATEST

REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFORMATION
Compared to previous technology long
waves, the diffusion of netcentricity is
occurring with remarkable speed and
extensive impacts.

According to Matrix Information and
Directory Services (MIDS), a monitoring
firm based in Austin, Texas, the number 
of people using the Internet worldwide
topped 100 million in January 1998. 
By June 1999, the number had grown  
to 92 million in North America alone,
according to Nielsen Media Research 
and CommerceNet. By contrast, previous
information and communication technolo-
gies seem to have had slow and cumber-
some diffusion trajectories. The figure at
right illustrates this distinction in terms 
of the uncorrected number of users 
(i.e., without regard to differences in the
size of the world population).

The current wave also has other 
distinctive features compared to 
earlier communications technologies, 
as shown in Appendix A.
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Internet technologies reached 50 million users in only 4 years.

“More than 2 of every 5 people in North America are now Internet users, and

the Web is becoming an integral part of daily life,” according to Mark Resch,

Executive Vice President of CommerceNet. He continues, “With more than 30%

of users being Internet consumers, we’re seeing a tidal wave of [electronic

commerce] in North America.”

“Other communication media, such as telephone, radio, or TV, showed quick

bursts of growth [followed by] much slower long-term growth,” commented

John S. Quarterman, president of MIDS (January 1999).  “The Internet has been

growing almost 100% each year since 1988, and shows no signs of slowing

down for at least several years.”

6 Excerpted from Patel, Surendra, Technological Transformation in the Third World, Volume I, pp. 1–10, 
United Nations University, Avebury Press, 1993.



The growing pervasiveness of netcentric technologies can be charted through 
recent surveys that define the patterns and anticipated impacts of technology 
use in different industries.

In 1998, Booz-Allen & Hamilton (BAH)
surveyed 525 senior executives from 
Fortune 300 companies in a variety 
of industries around the world.7

Respondents projected that netcentric
technologies (including public Web sites,
intranets, and extranets) will become
increasingly pervasive during the next year,
as shown in the figure at left.
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When the first telegraph line connected New York to London in 1858, people on

both sides of the Atlantic poured into the streets in celebration. By contrast,

only a small number of researchers at Stanford University and the University of

California at Santa Barbara took notice when the first messages were sent over

the ARPAnet in 1969. The network, which at the time only had four nodes, was

initially designed to allow researchers to access remote computing stations.

ARPAnet administrators soon learned, to their dismay, that a large number of

researchers were using personal accounts to send “electronic mail” discussing

their ongoing research, new concepts, and the latest science fiction stories.

ARPAnet administrators soon understood that the diverse uses and widespread

interest in this network presaged an explosive growth with multiple impacts

across many layers of society.
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Netcentric technologies of all types are becoming increasingly pervasive.

The percentage of American online Web users

increased from 14 percent to 41 percent from 1996

to 1999. By 2003, business-to-business transactions

over the Internet are expected to account for 9%

($1.3 trillion) of all business-to-business sales, and

as much as 37 percent in some industries (such as

computing and electronics). Similarly, 37 percent of

all retail financial trades are now conducted online,

and this number is expected to increase to 50% by

the end of 1999.8

The volume of information transmitted over the

Internet has also increased dramatically. In 1992,

for example, users transmitted only 500 megabytes

over the Internet; 2 years later, users sent 13 giga-

bytes of data in a single 6-hour period. By 1998,

data traffic exceeded voice traffic over the public

phone network, and by 2003, Internet traffic will

consume an estimated 90% of worldwide bandwidth.

7 Schaffner-Mosh, Eleanor, “Competing in the Digital Age: How the Internet Will Transform Business, “
Booz-Allen & Hamilton, 1999.

8 Excerpted from a special issue of Business Week devoted to “The Internet Age,” October 4, 1999.



With the extensive deployment of netcentric technologies within their own organi-
zations, and across their extended network of alliances, managers hope to achieve
drastic reductions in costs and dramatic leaps in product or process performance.

The BAH survey revealed that the
emerging netcentric technologies for
electronic commerce (e-commerce) are
expected to yield significant benefits
across all industry segments. Notably,
the responses were high with regard to
the impact on both the individual firm
and the entire industry.

Furthermore, the Internet is perceived
to have positive effects on business activ-
ities, including reduced costs, increased
efficiencies, and an expanded number of
alliances, as shown in the figure at left.

Despite the staggering increase in Internet use, and the enthusiasm concerning how
the World Wide Web and email are changing the face of business, industry experts
agree that the use of electronic transactions to sell, buy, and pay for goods and 
services is just beginning.

Use of netcentric technologies in e-commerce has not yet reached its full potential, 
since we are still in the early days of this long wave. (E-commerce is one of the many
areas in which netcentricity is reshaping business and organizational models.) Many
organizations have not yet adopted netcentric technologies for e-commerce as part of
their day-to-day operations.

In Spring 1999, the Data Interchange Standards Association (DISA) surveyed executives
from 117 member organizations.  Although most of the respondents noted that these
technologies will positively affect their organizations, only 25 percent claimed to have
“extensive electronic trading relationships,” and only 35 percent claimed to have elec-
tronic trading relationships with even a limited set of partners.

The figure at right illustrates the current 
diffusion of netcentric technologies.
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According to the BAH survey, corporate managers expect to reap 
significant benefits as a result of using netcentric technologies.

Have ”extensive“ 
electronic trading

relationships
Have electronic

trading relationships
with a limited set

of partners
25%

35%

According to the DISA survey, many organizations 
have not yet adopted netcentric technologies.



Future research must address strategies for guiding accelerated diffusion of these
revolutionary technologies to enable businesses, organizations, and individuals to
harness the power and reap the benefits of netcentricity.
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9 Freeman, Christopher, and Perez, Carlotta, excerpted from Carlos Dorsi, Structural Crises of Adjustment, 
Business Cycles, and Investment Behavior: Technical Change and Economic Theory, Printer Press, London, 1988.

Like netcentricity and other revolutionary technologies, the effects of

electricity took time to diffuse. The major change in the organization of

U.S. factories occurred when the share of electricity in mechanical drives

for industry went from 5% in 1900 to 53% in 1920. The old system of us-

ing one large steam engine to drive many shafts through a complex of

belts and pulleys shifted to a system based first on electric group drive

(many machines connected to a single generator), and then on unit drive

(each machine with its own electric motor). Unit drive allowed far greater

flexibility in plant layout and the organization of production.9
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MAPPING THE IMPACTS 
OF NETCENTRICITY

As a starting point to focus the study, the Blue Ribbon Panel converged on five initial
areas of research, as shown in the following table. This section discusses the profound
economic and organizational impacts that netcentricity appears to have on each of these
areas, as well as impacts believed to be unique to the military.

ILLUSTRATIVE RESEARCH TOPICS 
INITIAL AREAS OF RESEARCH IDENTIFIED BY THE BLUE RIBBON PANEL

Organizational Structures • Determine the source of, and mechanisms to attract, 
and Cultures motivate, appraise, reward, and retain knowledge workers 

in loosely coupled netcentric organizations.

• Develop new employment models to foster creativity, 
employment flexibility, and equitable wealth distribution 
in netcentric organizations reliant on knowledge workers.

• Create and sustain organizational cultures and commitment
in an era of e-lancing, freelancing, temporary, and telework
employment patterns.

• Explore the meaning of leadership in general, and transfor-
mational leadership in particular, within the high-velocity,
netcentric communication structure. 

• Encourage, capture, and implement innovation in virtual,
loosely coupled organizations. 

Business Models • Understand the cooperative and competitive strategic oppor-
tunities in, and the market dynamics of, the e-commerce
model of business. 

• Define a streamlined, time-synchronized, automatic (even
autonomous) operating and management process. 

• Explore the implications of e-commerce for organizational
size and structural configurations.

• Facilitate the development of business interactions. 

Alliances Across Businesses • Analyze continuously changing, fluid alliances among elastic
business networks and virtual corporations. 

• Recast intellectual property rules and standards to safeguard
organizational assets and ensure the growth and utility of
netcentricity. 

• Understand processes to build, maintain, and rapidly 
reconfigure formal and informal processes that span many
organizations. 

• Explore the new business models as organizations co-exist in
simultaneously competing and collaborating networks. 

• Develop rules and standards to create interoperable processes
across various market levels (inter-industry, intra-industry,
and across the enterprise and its supply chain partners). 



Customer Relationships and • Manage personal identity and privacy.
E-consumer Behavior • Understand how enterprises sell online (personalization, 

and so forth). 
• Understand what customers want from e-commerce. 
• Identify new ways for individuals to influence organizations.
• Identify emergent models of consumer-to-consumer business

exchanges. 

Individuals’ Information • Design information filters and control panel technologies 
and Cognitive Processes to assist human cognitive processing, compensate for 

individual differences, and tailor information acquisition. 
• Conduct research to optimize advanced distributed learning

and training. 
• Design navigation algorithms to enable individuals to acquire

necessary knowledge and information.
• Develop strategies for customizing information presentation,

acquisition, and processing.
• Understand the behavioral and physiological responses to

large volumes of information, presented through multiple
modes, in compressed time.

• Examine the lifestyle and personal health implications of
virtual offices and 24-hour connectivity. 

This section addresses each of these five areas in a structured fashion, including:

• case studies of organizations that are already “riding the wave of netcentricity” and
exemplify success in the given area

• a brief overview of the given impact area

• suggested contrasts between emerging transformational effects of netcentricity and
their representation in pre-net organizations

• a detailed discussion of the drivers and results of netcentricity in the given area.

In addition, this section concludes by highlighting areas where netcentricity will have
unique impacts on the military.
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IMPACT ON ORGANIZATIONAL

STRUCTURES AND CULTURES
There is no doubt that netcentricity enables (and requires)
radical changes in the way organizations are structured,
led, and managed, as well as the way they establish and
retain relationships with employees.

As a baseline for identifying the areas where netcentricity has
most profoundly affected organizations, we use the business
model and organizational prototype of the 1970s/80s, which
we label “pre-net.” During the market phase that immediately
preceded the netcentric technological revolution, the Fortune
100 firms such as GE, GM, Exxon, IBM, and AT&T were the
dominant organizational archetype in the marketplace.  These
immense organizations with hundreds of thousands of perma-
nent (sometimes lifelong) employees, predominantly engaged
in manufacturing or processing tangible products and services.
Thus, the challenges of moving tangible products and services
on such a large scale prompted the development of sophisti-
cated logistical systems.

A second characteristic of pre-net prototypes is their typically
high level of centralized control, which results directly from the
size and complexity of these large conglomerates, as well as
their heavy capital and plant investments.  Leadership proto-
types are also framed around the challenges of inspiring and
moving massive entities.

The key to a netcentric future lies in reengineering the
entire organizational structure (both physically and logisti-
cally) to gain the agility needed to respond to increasingly
unpredictable customer or conflict requirements.

The following table suggests contrasts between the emerging
effects of netcentric organizational structures and cultures, and
their representation in pre-net organizations.

These are deliberately framed as stark contrasts, because we are
at such an early stage of the technological long wave.  Only
time and intensive research will illuminate the accuracy of
these contrasts, with regard to the future evolution of netcen-
tric organizations and the emergence of systematic organiza-
tional data pertinent to these issues.
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CASE STUDY #1:
SUN MICROSYSTEMS

Sun Microsystems, an industry leader in scalable

servers to power PC networks and Web sites, has

built an empire around enabling companies to be

netcentric. Sun is also highly committed to

practicing what it preaches. Sun Peak, the

company’s own Web-centric infrastructure of

servers and Java workstations, links 50,000 Sun

employees, suppliers, and distributors. This

$250M reengineering project is designed to reduce

a 14-week product cycle to 9 weeks, thereby

reducing product cost by 25 percent.  As such, Sun

Peak provides the foundation for future growth

and flexibility to compete. (Sun contends that it

is “better to be flexible than right,” because

companies must have systems that can adapt to

the fast-paced environment afforded by the Web.)

The new type of networking allowed by Sun’s

systems will help organizations move from a

formalized planning process to one with strategic

optioning, rough planning, and patching abilities.

Also, using netcentric practices, rapid exper-

imentation and correction will quickly replace the

“old paradigm” of organizational change, which

relied on extensive planning and testing prior to

deployment.

With a corporate motto that “the computer is the

network,” Sun expects computing to be available

anywhere and everywhere. Toward that end, Sun

recently unveiled “Sun.net,” a revolutionary soft-

ware environment that enables companies to

create a virtual computer network over the

Internet. With Sun.net, suppliers can use an

Internet browser and pass code to hook into the

buyer’s computer network.

Through its alliance with AOL and Netscape, Sun

is also positioning itself to offer a range of

software to help businesses set up specialized

applications as portal sites (e-commerce gateways

onto the Internet). Sun views this “portal

computing” concept as vital to the success of its

customers.



COMPARISON OF THE STRUCTURE AND CULTURE
OF PRE-NET AND NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

CHARACTERISTIC PRE-NET ORGANIZATIONS NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

Leadership Charismatic and transformational Transactional

Management Processes Embedded in the hierarchy; Shared by the knowledge holders,
centrally controlled re-evaluated on a project-by-

project basis

Knowledge Ownership Embedded in the organization’s Embedded in the network, 
production assets, patents, and information rules, and the 
processes with low transparency knowledge worker; quite 
or mobility transparent, explicit, and 

reasonably portable 

Employee Attraction Job security, known and  Fluid and changing work networks 
and Retention systematic career paths and and relationships, self-

rewards, social embeddedness management, minimal hierarchy, 
in workgroups reduced workgroup intimacy

Employee-Employer Contract Permanent workforce, company E-lancers, fluid teams and 
loyalty, face-to-face contact alliances, virtual communication, 

brokered temporary providers, 
loyalty to self and profession

Organizational Size Big is better: increased volume Big is unnecessary: increased
with declining costs volume with near zero costs 

Organizational Change Discontinuous, large-scale, Continuous, experimentation 
“get it right the first time” on smaller scale, “fix as we go”

Organizational Form Pyramid with semi-permanent Core operations, surrounded by  
structures and matrixed relation- concentric circles; temporary 
ships; rigid boundaries between groups form and disband within 
organizations the core, with permeable 

boundaries between organizations

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

Change is leadership-driven.

Given the radical transformations inherent in making the shift to netcentricity, such
organizations need different types of leaders than their pre-net predecessors:

• Charismatic and transformational leaders have dominated pre-net corporations of
the last two decades.  These leaders transformed massive collections of human and
physical assets into purposeful, coherent entities.  Often they achieved their success
through the supporting advantages of magnetic personalities.  Jack Welch,
Chairman and CEO of GE, is the exemplar of this model.

• Netcentric organizations, however, may attenuate the power of charismatic and
transformational leadership.  The differentiators include:

— increased autonomy 
— the fragmented and temporary structures of netcentric organizations
— decreased power vested in the hierarchy
— distributed operations within and across organizations
— the emphasis on open knowledge and information as the drivers

of strategy and decision-making
— looser ties between employees and their organizations.
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As a result, the notion of transactional leadership may be better suited to, and more
effective in, netcentric organizations, and more consistent with the environment in
which they lead.  (Transactional leadership is based on a reciprocal and balanced
exchange of tangible and intangible returns between the leader and subordinates.)
Clearly, there is a pressing need for future study regarding the role of leadership in
netcentric firms, and how leaders acquire and sustain the legitimacy and credibility 
to lead.

Distinct from leadership, the role and process of management in netcentric organi-
zations changes as a consequence of multi-directional and open information flows.

A core function of management in netcentric organizations is to create the tools and
structures needed to accelerate the movement of information to the optimal users of this
knowledge — both inside and outside the organization.  However, management’s role as
an enabler of information flows does not necessarily equate to control or authority.

For organizations in which cultural values, roles, and operations are defined by
hierarchy, netcentricity represents a tectonic jolt to the cultural core.

In pre-net organizations, access to information has been a key source of power, prestige,
and status. More open information access in netcentric organizations erodes the basis for
acquiring and protecting information. Given this erosion, control and authority reside
with those who possess and deploy the knowledge for the organization’s advantage. This
suggests that management and control may be separate roles, where the former serves
purely as an integrative “traffic coordinator,” while the latter performs a temporary role
determined on a project-by-project basis.  In other words, the task leader who controls 
a project is actually the “knowledge manager” on that project.

KNOWLEDGE OWNERSHIP

The typical delineation between manager and worker may become blurred as
netcentricity erodes one of the key prerogatives of management — control over
information.  (This may be a particular challenge for the military.)

This managerial change also shifts the “knowledge asset” from the organization’s tacit,
embedded production/operating procedures, patents, and workgroup know-how (all of
which are difficult to transport or imitate), to more intangible and portable assets.

The knowledge asset in netcentric organizations is embedded in the network 
(often in explicit forms), and in rules for sharing and transforming data into 
usable information.

Because of their explicit forms, both of these are relatively acces-
sible by the outside intruder if unprotected. This is inherently
risky for netcentric organizations because the information and
knowledge that reside in the knowledge worker are fully
portable. Since the legal questions of “knowledge ownership”
and “knowledge licensing” are in their embryonic stage, the
netcentric organization is quite vulnerable to loss of its core
assets.
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10 Blackman, Douglas A., “Will FedEx Change from Moving Boxes to Bytes,” The Wall Street Journal,
November 20, 1998, p. B1.

At FedEx, CEO Frederick Smith declared a major shift

in strategy and architecture that he hopes will

“morph the company from a transportation company

into an information company, with a futuristic FedEx

outsourcing major segments of its vast international

transportation network” and “focusing on the

information systems that track and coordinate

packages.”10



For the new netcentric systems to succeed, information must flow freely among all
internal and external partners from the top to the bottom of the chain, and those at
the bottom of the chain must have the capability to act on the information.

One challenge facing netcentric organizations is extending mean-
ingful connectivity and information sharing to all employees.
This will be important, not only to reap the benefits of collective
effort, but also to keep segments of the workforce from being 
(or feeling) literally disconnected from the inherently fluid
network structure.  In many cases, however, education and
training may be necessary to enable these employees to respond
appropriately when embedded in real-time information flows.

The most successful netcentric organizations also share informa-
tion with their extended enterprise business partners.  The very
term “extended enterprise” refers to the process that senior execu-
tives have undertaken to exert “sufficient and sustained strategic
force” across the organization to finally break down the enter-
prise’s outer wall.

The goal is to get everyone in the extended enterprise onto a
common platform of shared knowledge, logistics transactions,
and information systems.  In that way, netcentric organizations
can seamlessly extend the enterprise strategy, structure, and
processes out to their core partners.

EMPLOYEE ATTRACTION/RETENTION

AND THE EMPLOYEE-EMPLOYER CONTRACT

Vulnerability to the loss of an organization’s core information assets places a
premium on understanding how netcentric organizations can attract and retain
knowledge workers.

To some degree, several traditional drivers of employee attraction and retention are less
prominent in netcentric organizations.  Social factors that attract and retain individuals
in pre-net groups are replaced by the greater autonomy and isolation of networked
communication structures and the elastic nature of workgroups.

Many individuals are attracted by known hierarchies and structured career ladders;
however, it is precisely the autonomy, fluidity, reduced structure, and openness of the
netcentric organization that may attract and bond a self-selected subset of the knowledge
workforce.  In addition, on average individuals are risk averse, and employment security
has traditionally been valued in pre-net organizations.  However, non-permanent affilia-
tions (which are enabled through netcentricity) defy the model of secure employment,
potentially threatening employees and breeding a different implicit contract based on
alternative rewards.  Moreover, the continuously changing content of individuals’ jobs
decreases the permanency of any given set of job skills or employment relationship.
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11 Taylor, Alex III, “The Gentlemen at Ford are Kicking Butt,” Fortune Magazine, June 22, 1998.

Pervasive information sharing is key to Ford

Motor Company’s ambitious plan to create a

single global engineering and manufacturing

organization.  Under that plan, known as Ford

2000, Ford has installed 120,000 computer

workstations, in an attempt to integrate

engineering, testing, and manufacturing act-

ivities into a single system throughout the

company.  The goal is that Ford engineers will

be able to use the computers to make

changes on a vehicle or process, and the

change will be available to everyone on the

system — worldwide — within the hour.

Pilot versions of the program have already

resulted in the early fixing of design flaws

that would have been very costly to fix in

later stages of development.11



The nature of the employment contract also changes in netcentric organizations,
thereby encouraging a variety of temporary and geographically distributed relation-
ships with employees.

The increasing use of temporary employees is a result of the shift
toward outsourcing non-core activities. As an important strategy,
outsourcing enables netcentric organizations to rapidly respond
to fluctuating business demands (while incurring relatively flat
learning curves) by drawing upon the expertise of temporary
outside sources.

Another concept, “e-lancers” (a label coined by Malone and Laubacher13), refers to
groups of temporary, electronically connected freelancers.  These skilled professionals
form a “best-in-class” virtual workforce, offering a global knowledge and information
reservoir available to companies of any size.  In the Netcentric Age, numerous organiza-
tions operate as a global archipelago of islands, comprised of project teams linked only
through their common task objectives and a fiber optic network.  Face-to-face commu-
nications rarely occur and are unnecessarily costly when a company has a global intranet.

Through netcentricity, these fluid operating structures offer tremendous flexibility by
loosening the employment cables between a firm and its workers, without compromising
the speed and effectiveness of knowledge flows and information sharing.

Nonetheless, temporary relationships have the potential to reduce long-term loyalty
and the affinity of individuals to organizations.

Organizational loyalty that develops in more permanent employment relationships may
be replaced in temporary structures with affinity to professional organizations, guilds,
and user groups, or with the “mercenary soldier” employment model.  Thus, it is essen-
tial to consider the following questions:

• How can netcentric organizations create common values when they are comprised
of temporary, fluid, and distributed affiliates, most of whom never interact face-to-
face or even hear each others’ voices?

• How should netcentric performance be managed, measured, and rewarded to maxi-
mize performance and retention?

• What are the vital few formative experiences that must occur for creation of a
minimal mindshare within an organization?

• What are the costs of not having a culture — an unwritten codex of operating
values — in temporary, fluid, fragmented netcentric organizations?  This question
becomes especially relevant when the relative size of netcentric firms is considered.

The emerging employment relationship is mirrored in the careers of many execu-
tives who are increasingly attracted to smaller and leaner netcentric organizations.

Consider the representative career moves shown in the following example:

OLD JOB NEW JOB

ALEX MANDL President, AT&T CEO, Teligent, Inc.
300,000 employees 2,300 employees

RICHARD JALKUT President, Nynex Corp. President & CEO, Pathnet, Inc.
62,000 employees 100 employees
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In 1998, 15 percent of all manufacturing was

outsourced, and this number is expected to increase

to 40 percent in the year 2000 — in large part due

to netcentric capabilities.12

12 Excerpted from a special issue of Business Week devoted to “The Internet Age,” October 4, 1999.

13 Malone, Thomas W., and Laubacher, Robert J., “The Dawn of the E-lance Economy,” 
Harvard Business Review, September–October 1998, pp. 145–152.



With such career moves into netcentric organizations, executives relinquish the status of
managing large, complex organizations and huge numbers of people.  They also typically
give up executive perks and large base salaries.  What factors influence these decisions?

Both economic and entrepreneurial hypotheses can be offered, but there are not yet any
definitive answers. Certainly, performance-contingent financial rewards — tied to stock
performance or other metrics of positive change — offer tremendous upside opportuni-
ties, despite the risk. These attractions are not limited to netcentric firms.  However,
what is unique is the opportunity to create a new business model and operate in a
different culture.  In particular, the netcentric culture promotes an open information
environment that is much less bound to hierarchical controls. It offers the opportunity
to be in charge, without the trappings of formal management positions or titles.

ORGANIZATIONAL SIZE

As a rule, netcentric organizations have less “mass” than the archetype pre-net
organizations (e.g., the Fortune 50 such as GE, GM, or AT&T), which are massive
in terms of both revenues and number of employees. (The latter metric typically
reaches the hundreds of thousands.)

Several reasons underlie this assertion: 

• Traditional companies are more likely to produce and deliver tangible products and
services requiring significant human and plant resources.

• Netcentric organizations typically offer knowledge-based products and services,
many of which are intangible, digitized, or compressed.

• Netcentric organizations have been able to shift some of the production and service
burden to others in their supply chain or to their customers.

• Netcentric organizations have been able to “informate” elements of the labor-inten-
sive information tracking functions.

• Netcentric organizations are more likely to deliberately shrink their mass to focus
on their core competencies, relying on their networked alliances, partners and
virtual employees to deliver non-core (yet critical) components of their value chain.

In contrast to pre-net corporations like GM or GE, it appears (as shown in the following
table) that the typical size metrics may be less informative in the case of netcentric
organizations such as Microsoft or AOL.

1999 MARKET

COMPANY EMPLOYEES REVENUES14 PROFITS ASSETS CAP

GM 594,000 161.0B 3.00B 257.0B 64B

GE 293,000 100.0B 9.30B 356.0B 360B

Microsoft 27,055 14.5B 4.50B 22.4B 419B

AOL 8,500 4.8B 0.76B 5.3B 92B

Based on the statistics in the previous table, it is unclear what dimensions are the most
telling proxies for mass and scale in netcentric organizations.  That is, is the scale of a
netcentric organization best represented by number of employees, size of specific
markets, breadth of market segments, revenues, profits, assets, or market cap?  
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Clearly, netcentricity enables organizations to reduce the number of employees. FedEx’s
PowerShip programs (transparent customer tracking software) allowed an 80-percent
reduction in customer service representatives, with concurrent increases in customer
volume and customer satisfaction.

Smaller organizations may be able to operate with fewer implicit or explicit bonding
devices.  This is because smaller size allows direct connectivity (through the network or
even face-to-face) with a significant portion of the organizational membership. Reduced
mass also allows greater speed, agility, and spontaneity.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

The unprecedented premium on speed forces organizations to create transforma-
tional models that manage and effect change in shorter, continuing cycles, while
avoiding excessive employee burnout, or even organizational chaos.

In pre-net organizations the pace is less frenetic, and the competitive disadvantage of
placing second, third, or fourth to market may not be as severe.  As a result, the targeted
change in pre-net organizations can be more planned, better perfected before implemen-
tation, more sweeping and controlled.  By contrast, netcentric organizations must be
agile, continuously changing without the luxury of careful planning. Many “patch”15

and introduce change through experimentation, with the expectation of reduced control
over the diffusion pattern, and the need to correct after the fact.

The development of change models that “work” in netcentric organizations is a
critical need that warrants careful attention.

The constantly changing information environment enabled through netcentric channels
forces structures to be elastic and supple. As a result, netcentric organizational structures
are less permanent than those in pre-net organizations. They form and disband with
greater fluidity, since netcentricity enables groups to coalesce around particular project
needs, rapidly creating and accessing requisite knowledge, information, and partners.

ORGANIZATIONAL FORM

Netcentricity’s enormous impact on organizational structures and cultures, business
models, alliances, customer relationships, and individuals drives equally significant
changes in organizational form.

Pre-net organizations are structured as hierarchical pyramids, often with matrixed
reporting relationships inside and across their operating units.  They also have clear lines
of demarcation between themselves and even their closest partners.

Netcentricity blurs this traditional organizational structure.  Instead of hierarchies,
netcentric organizations are structured as fluid knowledge teams, which are formed and
disbanded around real-time business needs.  Instead of clear boundaries, the lines of
demarcation are often permeable, with fluid relationships among netcentric organiza-
tions and their partners in the information chain. In some instances, the lines of demar-
cation are so fluid that employees’ formal employment relationships drift between
organizations, particularly in long-term relationships between IT consulting teams and
their clients.  Thus, netcentricity allows rapid changes in organizational forms because
the bonding elements — the information network — are entirely malleable.
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IMPACT ON BUSINESS MODELS
A comparison of the prototype pre-
net business model to the netcentric
business model suggests massive
differences. These differences span a
myriad of features, from the reasons
for business creation and strategic
choices, to fundamental economic
and market behavior, and resource
management.

The shift to the netcentric business
model (together with the shift in oper-
ating medium from tangible to digital
products and services) represents a
profound change in the fundamental
assumptions about market behavior 
and the bases for obtaining market
advantage.

This is another area where the contrasts
suggested in the following table are sub-
ject to change as this business model
matures. As a result, the long-term
“winners” in the netcentric revolution
may be a different set of organizations
than the high fliers of today.
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CASE STUDY #2:
FEDERAL EXPRESS

As an e-commerce prototype, Federal Express has helped to redefine the

business model for the Netcentric Age.  In that role, Federal Express is

becoming as much an information firm as a transportation company.  In fact,

information management has become one of the company’s core business

assets.

Hallmarks of the company’s new business model include the ability to match

physical and electronic transactions, to move assets under time-definite

requirements, and to maintain superb information control in a manner that is

transparent to both employees and customers.

Federal Express is dedicated to expanding the e-commerce model to:

• increase speed (a single transaction triggers multiple enterprise actions)

• globally connect systems and customers

• reduce costs (by shifting the processing burden to customers)

• improve information control (available to employees, customers, and

between customers)

• provide solutions beyond the immediate business case (through 

re-engineering the supply chain and alliance strategies).

Given these objectives, Federal Express now sees itself as a supply chain

facilitator, no longer just a third-party provider of express delivery services.

For example, the company changed the way people interact with customer

service departments by reducing the need for face-to-face communications.

Now, instead of spending time on hold waiting for a person to track a

package, a customer can use the Internet to get immediate information

regarding the status of their package.

With the company’s increasing ability to seamlessly interact with many small

businesses, Federal Express has given these customers the ability to offer the

same, if not better, service than their larger rivals.  Now companies are less

limited by the large amounts of capital needed to maintain store fronts.  In

addition, Federal Express has increased viability of virtual organizations, Web-

based selling, and the new business model.



COMPARISON OF THE BUSINESS MODELS
USED IN PRE-NET AND NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

CHARACTERISTIC PRE-NET ORGANIZATIONS NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

Launch Strategy “First mover” or “fast follower” “First mover” only

Costs of Entry Up-front capital investment, Initial capital investment may 
plus significant costs to scale up be lower, with minimal costs of 

upward scalability

Barriers to Entry Infrastructure capital associated Intellectual property, 
with production, service, logistics, international contract and 
and customer lock-in liability laws, access, and 

privacy rules

Planning Formalized planning processes Strategic optioning, rough 
planning, and patching

Execution Planning, perfecting, testing Experimenting and correcting
and deploying

Target Markets Geographically bound by the “The digital planet,” assets 
reach of the capital and human have unlimited reach assuming 
assets of the organization access and networking ubiquity; 

various bases for market 
segmentation

Valuation Based on current and forecasted Independent of current earnings 
earnings and assets and assets (even negative 

capitalization)

Growth Trends Incremental Volatile, spiking demand, 
unprecedented rates of growth

Pricing Model Static, fixed asset pricing Dynamic auction, or reverse 
auction pricing; free products  
or services and open source,  
with add-on service or 
advertising charges 

Cycle Time Reduced through process Reduced through co-processing 
re-engineering and instant dissemination of

information

Resource Management Expand and control assets and Retain the core assets/
processes through vertical and competencies; shed the rest; 
horizontal integration and access through outsourcing, 

alliances, “just-in-time” (JIT) 
logistics, and configuration into 
an extended enterprise

Product or Service Design Mass-production Mass-customization, through
“high-touch” technologies and 
data mining to identify and 
respond to buyer requirements

Cost-Cutting Business process re-engineering Sourcing strategies, corporate 
alliances, and enterprise resource 
planning (ERP)

Store Front High-cost real estate Minimal-cost Web site, virtual 
organizations, home offices, 
hoteling

Marketing Channels Single, dominant, and Mixed and conflicting channels
coordinated channels

Distribution Through intermediaries Direct, dis-intermediation, 
on a global scale, or new forms 
of intermediation
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LAUNCH STRATEGY

The “first mover” advantage is much greater in the netcentric economy.

Once out to market, an organization can reach an unlimited
number of customers and scale up extremely rapidly, with small
(or even zero) incremental investment.  The urgency to be first
to market is one reason behind consumers’ rule of thumb to
avoid software programs identified as “version 1.0.”  Common
knowledge suggests that companies needing to be first to market
often produce “less-than-ready” prototype versions.

By contrast, in the pre-net economy, the first mover advantage is
more limited, because this economy exhibits a flatter growth
trajectory in reaching and servicing large customer segments.

The strategy of the “fast follower” (being second, third, or fourth
to market; perfecting the product or service; and targeting
customer segments that have yet to be reached) is viable in the
pre-net model, but potentially devastating to its adopters in the
Internet marketplace.

COSTS OF ENTRY

The costs of entry are also frequently (although not uniformly) lower if the organi-
zation is trading in an intangible asset that can reach customers through open
networks.

The proliferation of garage-based entrepreneurs in the Netcentric Age is just one anec-
dotal illustration of the low cost of entry.  By contrast, firms producing and moving
tangible products or services must make significant start-up investments in the physical
and distribution infrastructure, and then scale up incrementally in some proportion to
their growing customer base.

BARRIERS TO ENTRY

The netcentric business may face certain barriers to entry that differ from those
encountered by pre-net newcomers.

In general, pre-net startups encounter infrastructure issues as a first-order challenge.  
By contrast, netcentric firms may need to direct their attention toward different types 
of challenges to their long-term success, such as:

• intellectual property laws

• access rules

• international contract and liability laws (given the potential to immediately reach
global markets)

• privacy rules (to the extent that the business involves the collection of personal
consumer or employee information).

Each of these considerations may pose a fundamental barrier to realizing the business
plan, and may threaten the long-term viability of the Internet business model.
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NetFloppy, founded by entrepreneur Frank Borges

Llosa, offered virtual storage space that potentially

eliminated the need for floppy disks. After 

5 months, the young firm was bought out by

Xoom.com for $1.65 million. “We didn’t even have

time to print up NetFloppy business cards,” said

Llosa.  The rate of change has become so fast that

companies can no longer take a wait-and-see

attitude.  Companies that do not react to market

changes and competition will immediately be left

behind.



PLANNING AND EXECUTION

The netcentric business model is built on the advantages associated with instanta-
neous and virtually cost-free movement of targeted digital information to any
person for whom that information has direct or indirect value, regardless of where
the individual is located.

In traditional product- and service-based organizations, the
impact of netcentricity is most apparent in changes to existing
business practices.  Even the auto industry and other mature
industries are becoming netcentric in their planning and execu-
tion processes.

Transformation of the business model is most pronounced,
however, in organizations or lines of business that have adopted 
a netcentric approach to planning, execution, and delivery, or
where the core product or service is digital in nature.  This is
because the new technologies eliminate the costs of the physical
infrastructure and logistics traditionally associated with the 
planning, production, and delivery of goods and services in 
the pre-net business model.

Netcentric organizations quickly find themselves at a competitive disadvantage if
they fail to operate in “Internet time.”

The benefits of formalized planning decline when the marketplace changes radically 
in short periods.  Moreover, an execution strategy that follows the pre-net model 
(plan –> design –> test <–> perfect –> deploy) may be too time-consuming in the net-
centric market environment. (This places a premium on the “first-mover” advantage.)

As a result, netcentric organizations may replace planning with “strategic optioning,”
roughing out several scenarios that could be pursued on short notice if triggered by
certain market events.  Netcentric organizations also have a tendency to “patch” strate-
gies and processes as they go, rather than waiting to perfect the strategies and processes
to achieve full readiness. Similarly, netcentric organizations typically do not perfect new
products before launching them into the marketplace. Because of the premium on speed
and the first mover advantage, products are considered “market ready” if they meet the
standard of “good enough.” Consequently, experimentation and correction occur in the
marketplace (moving from version X.0 to X.1, for example).

A key area for future research will be to develop a better understanding of whether there
are costs to the long-term strategies and brand reputation of organizations that bypass
traditional planning and testing approaches.

TARGET MARKETS

The Internet enables unlimited market reach from a single hub, provided that
networking is ubiquitous and there are no restrictions (e.g., governmental, legal, 
or logistical) on market access.

By contrast, pre-net organizations with tangible products or services are limited by the
reach of their human and physical assets.  For that reason, many global organizations
(including the military) are organized into regional hubs, as a logistical solution to the
distributed delivery of people and products.
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Consider “e-GM,” the newly formed unit of the auto

manufacturing giant, General Motors.  A prototypical

net-centric firm, e-GM directs all of the parent

company’s cyberspace ventures. For example, e-GM

has combined GM’s e-commerce Web sites under a

single portal, thereby linking dealers, suppliers, and

factories into a real-time e-supply chain to allow

customization of individual cars. The unit also

manages the massive database for GM’s vehicle

safety and security system. In addition, e-GM is

currently developing and testing a “Web-car”

(technology to allow Internet access from cars), and

is shrinking design cycle time from 24 to 12 months

by using sophisticated planning and communication

tools across distributed design teams.



Although netcentric firms may also have regional hubs, these facilitate management and
coordination, rather than serving operating objectives.  It is unclear, however, how
markets should be segmented and targeted in the Internet economy, as illustrated by the
following representative questions:

• Should market segments be based on customer segments, or follow product lines?

• Is geographic segmentation an important dimension of target marketing in the
netcentric economy?

Answers to these and other similar questions will have an impact on how online busi-
nesses or lines of business position themselves in relation to their marketplaces.  As a
result, netcentricity is giving rise to a variety of marketing models, including:

• multi-function shopping sites organized around product lines (for example,
Amazon.com trades in books, toys, and CDs)

• open marketplaces for unrestricted trading (such as Ebay and other auction sites)

• portals that target market segments serving as directed channels to products and
services (such as BET.com for African Americans, or ivillage.com for women) 

• resellers of market commodities (for example, Iridium and other stocks for which
trading was halted on NASDAQ were available to the open bidder through Ebay)

• customer-driven models facilitated by customer-to-customer interfaces, such as
customer comment forums.

VALUATION

Two basic questions that go to the core of the netcentric business model are:
• What are the assets of a netcentric firm?
• How does a netcentric firm make money?

Valuation of pre-net firms accounts for tangible assets and 
earnings from sales. Valuation of netcentric organizations is 
far more difficult.

Given the predominance of intangible assets, standard measures
of productivity and output do not apply, and there are still no

accepted substitute measures for digital networking productivity.  In addition, valuation
of netcentric organizations must consider the following questions: 

• Are the assets of netcentric organizations embodied in their intellectual capital,
equity, and cash, or in the extent of the network’s control over access to resources
and customers?

• On what bases does the enterprise raise capital or generate profits, in a business
model that increasingly gives away its core products or services, and is characterized
by volatile earnings trends?  The Linux open sourcing model is an example of free
goods at the source.  Others (such as RedHat.com, which provides user-friendly
software to access and enhance Linux features) provide after-market services that
generate revenue.
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As of this writing, AOL’s stock is worth 

$92 billion — more than the combined value

of Time Warner, Inc, Times Mirror Corp., 

the New York Times Co., and the Washington 

Post Co.



Advertising does provide revenue in the
Internet model as an added layer to the
service provided.  Nonetheless, it is ques-
tionable whether the revenue from adver-
tising can serve as the sole source of return
on investment in most Internet businesses.
Internet firms with high market valuations
often have even negative capitalization,
using the assets of their partners to grow.

These characteristics of netcentricity represent a shift in the fundamental financial
model, one that requires significantly more study in order to be understood and
used systematically.

GROWTH TRENDS

The difficulty with valuation of Internet firms is further compounded by volatility
in traditional growth statistics.

A recent study by Cisco Systems, Inc. and
the University of Texas estimated that the
aggregate annual growth rate in the
Internet sector was 175 percent between
1995 and 1999.  That’s especially signifi-
cant when compared to the average annual
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) change of
2.8 percent during the same period.

The Internet growth measures may be an artifact of the small starting point of firms in
the Internet sector, and could also reflect growth metrics that are not valid for netcentric
activities.  Nonetheless, the scalability of the Internet business model does allow for
dramatic spikes in demand and service levels. 

This, in turn, suggests that regardless of the metric, there is likely to be uncharacteristic
volatility and limited predictability of growth trends in the Internet sector.  Moreover,
the “acquisition mania” for Internet firms, regardless of their earnings record, has further
accelerated growth trends in related industries.  (This trend appears to be unaffected by
the continued difficulty associated with accurately estimating the assets and growth of
such firms.)
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Intranets.com, a Woburn, Mass. start-up that recently changed its name and

strategy, is managing intranet services for other companies — without charge.

(This is the latest wave of free Internet services aimed at small businesses.) The

company’s strategy is to attract small firms, in the U.S. and abroad, that can’t

afford the computing hardware or staff to manage their own intranets.

Intranets.com offers a series of software templates to help customers design

pages of information, which are then stored on the company’s computers. The

free intranet service will be mainly supported by advertising, plus fees for some

additional services, such as extra data storage. Using this new strategy, the

company has attracted 2,000 businesses in the 2 weeks that it has been testing

its free service. That’s especially significant, given that the company only

managed to get 100 customers in 2 years under its original business model.16

As a percentage of the GDP, the technology industry has nearly doubled during

the past 20 years to 8.2 percent.  As a percentage of the S&P 500 market cap,

technology has more than tripled over the same 20-year period to 18.1 percent.

The U.S. IT industry is now composed of about 1,000 public companies, with

about $1 trillion in annual revenue and a combined market cap of $3 trillion.17

16 Excerpted from Clark, Don, “Start-Up Offers Free Intranets for Business,” Wall Street Journal, 
August 2, 1999, p. B10.

17 Fortune Magazine, September 6, 1999, p. 156.



PRICING MODEL

A related shift concerns pricing in the netcentric marketplace.  Again, real-time
online communication is the driver for change, enabling dynamic pricing, in addi-
tion to fixed pricing.

Options for dynamic pricing include auctions (to the highest
bidder) or reverse auctions (where customers set their price
threshold, which is then accepted or rejected by the seller).

In theory, enlarging the range of pricing options, and facilitating
rapid response to real-time supply and demand in the market-
place should increase sales.  For example, airlines now have the
ability to auction off their last-minute unsold seats through
Priceline.com, an online reverse auction service.  However,
dynamic pricing increases uncertainty regarding earnings projec-
tions, and thus asset valuation, in the netcentric marketplace.

CYCLE TIME

Past efforts to restructure, streamline, and downsize have now given way to a focus
on transforming the fundamental fabric of corporate culture wherever it impedes
fast response.  The name of the game is speed and flexibility.

Pre-net organizations achieved substantial reductions in cycle time by significantly
investing in process improvements, or even wholesale re-design efforts. Total quality
management (TQM) and business process re-engineering represent two standard 
frameworks for achieving cycle time reductions.

By contrast, netcentricity affords dramatic reductions in 
design and processing time by encouraging simultaneous 
information sharing.

Key design processes can occur in parallel, with fully shared
information benefits, as separate teams address various elements
or phases of a product design cycle.  Similarly, a simple event
(such as an order) can trigger a response from every organiza-
tional function, from production and inventory, to invoicing and
delivery. Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems are the soft-
ware systems used to integrate these separate functions across the
enterprise. Thus, the order fulfillment process has become a
concurrent (rather than sequential) response. This is the key 
to netcentricity’s radical impact on cycle time reduction.
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With electronic ticketing via direct-sell Web sites,

airlines have reduced the cost of processing a ticket

from $8 to $1. In addition, as of this writing,

airlines e-mail weekly discount travel offers to over

2 million subscribers (compared to only 20,000 sub-

scribers in 1996). Any empty seats are auctioned 

by Priceline.com.  (Notably, Delta Airline’s equity

stake in Priceline.com in 1999 was $1.8 billion — 

more than the airline’s annual earnings only 

1 year earlier.)18

Singapore has 18 agencies that handle customs/

trade approvals.  Using the online TradeNet system,

a trader can get all necessary approvals within 

15 minutes of submitting an electronic request —

24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 19

E-GM plans on deploying netcentric tools to shave

12 months from the 24-month cycle time to design

a car, and to deliver a car within 1 week of receiving

a customer’s order placed via the Internet.

18 Leibovich, Mark; Smart, Tim; and Dugan, Ianthe Jeanne, “Internet’s E-conomy Gets Real,” 
The Washington Post, June 20, 1999.

19 Ibid.



RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Compared to their pre-net counterparts, netcentric organizations have many more
options for structuring and managing their resources.

Pre-net firms are often driven to horizontal and vertical integration (through mergers,
acquisitions, and growth of new subsidiaries).  The primary rationale for this type of
integration is the pre-net need to control the availability and pricing of key parts and
supplies, human resources, or logistical solutions.  However, netcentricity alleviates that
need.

With the shift to an Internet economy, there is also radical reconfiguration of the
core competencies that give the firm its competitive advantage.

Netcentric organizations have the luxury
of shedding non-core functions, in order
to focus their resources on growing and
enhancing the distinctive competencies
that are the source of their value-added.
The non-core functions are then addressed
through alternative forms of supply chain
alliances, partnerships, and outsourcing
relationships configured as an extended
enterprise.

In the netcentric marketplace, even tangible assets can be supplied in a JIT fashion,
provided that demand is tightly coordinated and directed through e-supply chains.

As a result, inventory can be minimized, and product changes can be introduced as soon
as the small inventory is depleted.
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Netcentricity enables organizations to transfer their non-core operations

to firms with the given core competency, without experiencing any loss of

service or speed. The growth of e-lancing and temporary employment

structures are forms of virtual horizontal integration enabled through

netcentricity.  

Consider the following examples:

• FedEx assembles Fujitsu’s laptops in Tennessee.

• Digex, a Maryland based company, manages the computer backbone 

for several California firms.

• Lockheed-Martin handles payroll for several school systems across 

the country.

The Case of National Semiconductor

National Semiconductor has initiated an online purchase system. This

“national catalog” has enabled the company to automate all but 700 of

its 3,500 monthly requisitions for purchases of more than $1 million of

indirect goods and services per month. As a result of the new system,

which patterns the process described above, total cycle times for

purchases of indirect goods and services have been cut from 18 days to,

in many instances, next-day delivery to the requisitioner’s desktop. In

addition, the $75 to $250 cost of processing each paper-based requisition

has been cut to just $3 per order.  Finally, this system has allowed

National to cut its purchasing staff in half, slash inventory by $1 million,

and reduce inventory holding costs by $300,000.20

20 Jesitus, John, “Procuring an Edge,” Industry Week, June 23, 1997, p. 57.



PRODUCT/SERVICE DESIGN

Netcentricity offers a direct link between customers and the design agents.

Pre-net organizations profited by mass-producing products and services, drawing on the
most advanced industrial manufacturing systems, economies of scale, and compressed
cycles.  By contrast, netcentricity links individualized consumer requirements directly to
the production or service delivery process.  More importantly, it does so in real-time,
thereby allowing immediate adjustments to the design process without any loss of time
or efficiency.  Hence, an online customer can order a red Volkswagen with purple seats,
ultimately having a direct line of communication with both the Volkswagen assembly
line manufacturing the red car body, and even Volkswagen’s purple seat supplier.

As this example demonstrates, netcentricity fuses customization into the mass-produc-
tion process.  Within 2 to 4 hours of placing the order, the online customer may even
receive a direct communiqué from the “builder” of the Volkswagen, informing her of the
date her red car will be delivered.  This is the essence of “high-touch” processes
embedded in mass-customized products.

Netcentricity offers an unprecedented window into the consumption patterns of
unsuspecting buyers.

Netcentricity goes even further to exploit highly specialized customer data, some of
which is extracted without the customer’s knowledge or explicit response.  With this
data, organizations have the ability early in the design and manufacturing processes to
tailor product or service features to the buying habits of individual customers.  Safeway,
for example, may mine its databases to issue e-coupons for gourmet coffee to buyers of
other gourmet products. Similarly, Bell Atlantic may offer introductory digital subscriber
line (DSL) promotions to subscribers of its Internet service. Thus, promotions are not
“wasted” on uninterested customers.

COST CUTTING

Netcentric organizations can focus their cost-cutting efforts in different areas than
pre-net organizations.

Traditionally, pre-net firms that are vertically and horizontally integrated achieve cost
reductions through comprehensive business process re-engineering.  Typically, this
includes improving work structures, process flows, and handoffs.

By contrast, netcentric firms realize the greatest cost-cutting opportunities by taking
advantage of the efficiencies inherent in the digital transfer of information. Netcentric
alliances to outsource non-core activities are another way of delivering services more
cost-effectively. In addition, ERP is organization-wide re-engineering with a twist.  In
this case, the re-engineering revolves around open access to, and real-time sharing of,
enterprise-wide digital information. 

Because of information transparency, a single order or invoice can trigger organization-
wide events that are integrated and coordinated.  (For example, such events may include
design and production activities, human resource assignments, accounting activities, or
supplier orders.)

The enhanced synchronization encouraged through netcentricity often yields dramatic
gains.  Organizations slash their inventories of work in process and finished goods, and
they compress and accelerate their order-to-delivery cycle times.
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Integrated enterprise management can yield significant cost advantages. Without netcen-
tricity, organizations often create financial risk by using inventory assets to compensate
for poor delivery and flexibility. Hence, netcentricity can reduce operating costs and the
cash needed to finance inventories. In addition, significant cost savings can result from
streamlining operations.

STORE FRONT

Real estate expenses are another obvious opportunity for cost savings in the 
netcentric business model.

Pre-net globalization required large-scale physical real estate and operations, which
precluded all but the largest corporations from operating on a global scale. By contrast,
netcentricity offers the opportunity to switch to an inexpensive Web-based store front
that allows access to a global market. For example, Egghead, a supplier of software and
computer products, shut down all of its 200 plus retail stores, shifting to an entirely
online business model. With the advent of netcentricity, a small retailer in Cleveland 
can now have access to customers all over the world.  In fact, media accounts describe
numerous individuals who used to sell their wares in flea markets, but have now doubled
or tripled their incomes by establishing a Web site and selling over the Internet to
customers worldwide.

In addition, an online store front costs an infinitesimal fraction of retail rent. Fully
networked organizations, in which all information is readily accessible regardless of an
employee’s location, can reduce office and operations rental costs by employing alterna-
tive operating structures, including: 

• hoteling, where office space is transient (even in a central company office warehouse)

• telecommuting, where employees operate out of their homes or suburban hubs

• outsourcing to virtual partners who bundle the cost of real estate into their services.

MARKETING CHANNELS

A key benefit of netcentricity is the potential for a direct link to the customer.

Direct links have several significant advantages for the netcentric organization, including:

• Shorten the supply chain, potentially removing certain intermediaries like retailers,
financial brokers (in the case of financial services), or music distributors (replaced
by direct music downloads through MP3).

• Shorten cycle time, thereby affecting prices and profit margins.

• Enable a private relationship with the customer, which is difficult to intrude upon.

• Jolt the business model and reduce service fees (in industries such as retailing, travel
and financial services, journalism, and music).

• Facilitate customization in two ways:

— Customers can enter preferred features, which are fed directly into production
or service processes, thereby resulting in a made-to-order product or service.

— Consumer behavior data can be analyzed indirectly and then folded into subse-
quent product or service design.
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DISTRIBUTION

Netcentricity offers organizations opportunities to deliver products through
multiple, sometimes competing channels.

The channels may be targeted at different market segments with
different underlying pricing models, and may operate in parallel.
Alternatively, the online channel may cannibalize from the tradi-
tional mode of selling.

The use of mixed channels is becoming increasingly common.
In fact, a recent survey by ActivMedia21 indicated that only 
19 percent of online retailers sell exclusively via the Web. Other
sales channels used by online retailers include retail store fronts
(28 percent), printed catalogs (31.5 percent), direct mail 
(32.8 percent), and personal sales (42.7 percent).

From the provider’s standpoint, adding an online marketing
channel is a means of reaching a broader, and potentially distinct
market segment, with a relatively small incremental investment.
The impact of mixed channels on brand equity is unclear at this
point. That is, does it enhance or confuse the brand name?

The organizational dimensions of dis-intermediating the organi-
zation’s retailers or distributors are also nontrivial. For example,
e-GM is working with dealers to foster their cooperation while
introducing a direct Web link with their customers, shifting
dealers to act more as retailers of services like oil changes and
repairs, rather than of products like cars.
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In 1995, Charles Schwab Corp. launched a separate

online venture that now holds 42 percent of all

company assets. The pricing structure for online

trading is substantially less expensive than the

broker-mediated trading price.

Similarly, Nordstrom, the retailer known for its high

service levels, recently launched Nordstrom.com, the

world’s largest cyber fashion store.

Now that “bricks & mortar” retailers have gotten a

glimpse of the future, the threats are coming from

all sides. Internet-only retailers such as CDNow.com

and Amazon.com offer discounted music and have

excellent name recognition among online shoppers.

Upstarts, such as MP3.com, the pioneer of down-

loadable music, are gaining valuable experience by

offering free downloads.

Traditional retailers also will have to fight their 

own suppliers — with record labels such as Sony

Music Entertainment — on the Web. Sony will use

Microsoft technology to sell “virtual singles” over

the Internet about the same time the songs show

up in the stores. In addition, label owners Universal

Music and BMG Entertainment have partnered to

create GetMusic.com, which will sell downloadable

CDs directly to online shoppers.22

21 The Washington Post, August 19, 1999.

22 Stoughton, Stephanie, “The Score On Downloads,” The Washington Post, August 2, 1999, p. E1.



IMPACT ON NETCENTRIC ALLIANCES
Netcentricity offers several advantages in establishing formal
relationships among business partners.

Netcentricity facilitates the establishment of instant communica-
tion and voice/visual/data exchange. It enables valuable informa-
tion flows, even if the creation of a common information
architecture initially requires significant investment. Netcentricity
also offers transparency in accessing economic performance 
information.  Such information is crucial in forming trust-based
relationships, and in sustaining them based on open performance
monitoring.  Alliances can be formed on a global scale, since
geographic proximity is unnecessary for the transmittal of real-
time digital information.

A premise of the presented netcentric business model is that
netcentricity offers organizations the opportunity to converge
around their core competencies, without loss of services or
competitive position in their non-core areas.  These non-core
services are addressed through alliances with freelancers, 
e-lancers, and more permanent strategic partners.

Given the start-up and operating costs needed to ensure the
effectiveness of partnerships in pre-net organizations, they were
often based on fairly narrowly cast forms of horizontal integra-
tion.  A typical example would be an alliance to provide a critical
machine or tool component to an engine manufacturer, or a part-
nership between two specialized professional service firms to
expand the base of expertise for delivering consulting services.

Netcentricity reduces the cost of business collaboration and
real-time exchange of knowledge and expertise across organi-
zational and national boundaries.  As a result, the rationale
and determinants of effective alliances are highly varied, and
differ from those of pre-net organizations.

The bases for effective partnering may be cultural in terms of
operating speed, goal structure, leadership approach, or customer
relationship philosophy.  These intangibles govern the intuitive
operating approaches, decision styles, control structures, and
business philosophies.  In that way, they serve as the enablers or
disrupters of the information flow and effectiveness of alliances.

Alternatively, the bases for effective partnering may be tactical,
involving compatibility across information technology architec-
tures, or certification readiness to operate in certain countries or
market segments.

There may also be critical strategic reasons for a partnership, such
as complementary core competencies, market penetration, or
supply chain alignment.  These considerations may vary by
industry, and may change if the relationship is seen as a short-
term or customer-specific alliance.
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CASE STUDY #3:
ANX

The Automotive Network Exchange (ANX)

highlights how networks are changing the way

companies interact with each other.  ANX is

the product of an industry-sponsored initiative

led by Ford, Chrysler, and General Motors,

working in concert with nearly 3 dozen auto-

motive trading partners.

As an industry-wide real-time management

infrastructure, this virtual private network

provides the medium for e-commerce and data

transfer among authorized automotive trading

partners. Participants in the ANX project

identified four essential design criteria,

including security, manageability, reliability,

and performance. As a result:

• ANX provides a common transaction infra-

structure to handle computer-aided design

(CAD) files, purchase orders, and payments

in North America.

• Unlike the public Internet, ANX has strict

central management and rigorous security.

• Participating Certified Service Providers

charge a flat access fee for connectivity

(unlike value-added networks, which base

their charges on transaction volume).

• ANX is expected to reduce purchasing cycle

times by a factor of four, thereby saving

the industry $1 billion/year in information

processing costs.

ANX members have achieved both direct and

indirect savings through this netcentric

alliance. In particular, ANX encourages a more

efficient business strategy based on electronic

processes. In addition, ANX reduces complex-

ity by increasing compatibility and eliminating

the need for multiple providers to interconnect

the various trading partners.



The following suggested contrasts highlight the emerging differences between netcentric
alliances formed and those that formed in the pre-net marketplace.  Again, only time
and intensive research will illuminate the accuracy of these contrasts.

COMPARISON OF TYPICAL BUSINESS ALLIANCES
IN PRE-NET AND NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

CHARACTERISTIC PRE-NET ORGANIZATIONS NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

Business Partnerships Long-term selective partnerships Fluid alliances comprised of 
with suppliers players who alternate as 

competitors, complementors, 
buyers, and suppliers that 
rapidly reconfigure

Supply Chain Sequential supply chain, tangible Synchronous supply chain with 
deliveries, inventory management fewer intermediaries, digital 

delivery of goods and services, 
radically shortened distances and 
cycle times, inventory elimination

Alliance Constraints Partners bounded by geography Distributed partners relying on 
rapidly configured digital 
networks

System Interoperability Crude information exchange and Compatible systems that enable 
business solution protocols instant information exchange, 
within limited parameters and business transactions across 

global boundaries

BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS

Netcentric alliances can be much more dynamic than pre-net relationships, which
require considerable long-term investments.

Because of the ease of forming netcentric relationships with minimal infrastructure
investment, they represent fluid, often temporary alliances among networks of organiza-
tions that can alternate between complementary and competing relationships, or
supplier-buyer relationships.

Netcentric alliances are also emerging among companies from vastly different
industries.

GM is partnering with Sun Microsystems to create its recently
announced e-GM unit, which, among other goals, will develop 
a Web car that gives drivers instant access from their cars to the
Internet.  KPMG, a global consulting firm, announced an
alliance through which Cisco will develop and deliver Internet-
based data, voice, and video services to KPMG’s business and
consulting clients. Even competitors form alliances (e.g., the
now disbanded partnership between Apple and Microsoft).
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According to executives from Cisco Systems

and KPMG, LLP, the strategy behind the

recently announced alliance between the two

visionary companies rests on the conviction

that dominance in the Internet economy will

be achieved not by being the first to notice a

trend, but by being the first to exploit it

effectively. Carefully conceived alliances and

joint ventures represent the best business

model for the burgeoning Internet economy,

said John Chambers, Cisco’s chief executive.



The power of netcentricity is that it potentially changes the tangible and intangible
costs to enter, sustain, or disband alliances.  Therefore, the antecedents and deter-
minants of effective alliances may differ from pre-net alliances.  These changes need
to be understood.

Rapid re-configuration across organizational boundaries is a critical requirement for
effective alliances, since organizations frequently derive competitive advantage by
responding with speed and agility in the Netcentric Age.

Consequently, we must understand how organizations can rapidly adjust to each other,
and to the partnered relationship, and we must identify the collaborative routines
needed to maximize the intended advantages of the partnership.  These challenges to
alliance formation and sustenance are compounded when the alliance is geographically
and culturally distributed, and when it spans multiple organizations across a supply
chain or industry network.

SUPPLY CHAIN

Real interdependence with extensive and intimate information sharing —without
fear that the information will be used against either party — are key ingredients in
an integrated extended enterprise with the goal of customer satisfaction.23

This observation was recently born out in the findings of a study of the varying degrees
of alliance intimacy conducted by the consulting firm of Ernst & Young, together with
the Darden Graduate School of Business Administration/University of Virginia, and the
University of Western Ontario.24 Specifically, that study suggested three levels of inti-
macy in supply chain relationships, as follows:

• Cooperation — Firms exchange bits of essential informa-
tion, and engage some suppliers and/or customers in longer-
term contracts. Cooperation is the starting point of effective
supply chain management.

• Collaboration — Buying and selling firms become inter-
twined and interdependent. Parties participate in joint 
planning, freely share information, and work together to
solve problems for the common good.

• Criticality — Each supply chain party views the other as
essential to success, and all are highly interdependent; one
supply chain member will not act in its own best self-
interest to the detriment of another.

Pre-net supply chain relationships (even those reaching a level
where parties are critical to each other), must still operate as a
sequence of hand-offs across the steps in the production and
fulfillment processes associated with a tangible product or
service. By contrast, netcentricity enables tightly synchronized
hand-offs within the supply chain, with more direct links
between the source (e.g., the producer) and ultimate consumers.
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Dell Computer manages its supply chain resources by

using information networks and JIT inventory

management to hold inventory to an average of 

11 days.  To do so, the company has created virtual

vertical chains, through tight alliances with

suppliers (Sony), logistics firms (UPS or Airborne

Express), and after-market service providers 

(IT consulting firms).

Proflowers.com receives an order via the Web.

▼

The Proflowers Web server notifies FedEx.

▼

A FedEx shipping label is downloaded to the grower.

▼

A FedEx pickup is initiated.

All of this takes place in less than 5 seconds.

Such is the power of a synchronous supply chain.

23 Harrington, Lisa, cited in a lecture on “Real-Time Supply Chain Management,” Robert H. Smith School
of Business, University of Maryland College Park, Spring 1999.

24 Ibid.



This is especially true in the case of digitized products, where the digital network
directly links the producer to the consumer, cutting out the functions of all intermedi-
aries.  (This is how MP3.com links the songwriter/singer to the music lover, or
Priceline.com and other Web sites link the airlines to the business traveler.)

Netcentric supply chains achieve advantages through highly refined inventory manage-
ment systems.  Each day, for example, Dell’s factories transmit an electronic message to
their suppliers with the precise component needs for the next day (e.g., “Tomorrow
morning, we need 8,502 units of Component x, delivered to door #7 by 7:00 AM”).25

Netcentricity is the backbone of real-time information sharing with suppliers,
enabling radically reduced inventories and cycle times.

To the extent that suppliers or deliverers are also located within geographic proximity to
the producer, inventories can be kept almost precariously low, relying on precision
inventory management and fulfillment systems.

ALLIANCE CONSTRAINTS

Digital networks (especially those that are Web-based) can be rapidly deployed and
reconfigured to suit the dynamic needs of netcentric supply chain partners.

Using alliances to facilitate strategic outsourcing and inventory management has long
been a goal of pre-net organizations. However, aligning operating procedures across pre-
net alliances requires significant startup costs, and is often limited by geographical prox-
imity requirements and such mundane issues as time zone compatibility.  In addition,
the challenges of moving products and services across supply chain partners in the
absence of real-time information sharing have limited the business advantages associated
with these alliances.

By contrast, the startup costs associated with establishing netcentric supply chains can be
significantly lower, provided that the backbone infrastructure takes advantage of existing
digital networks (e.g., standard software on the Web). Moreover, digital assets can be
moved without geographic limitation, thereby facilitating unbounded — even world-
wide — market reach.  Barriers emanating from cultural or time zone differences no
longer exist, because of the possibilities of asynchronous, impersonal communication.
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25 Dell, Michael, interviewed by the Harvard Business Review, March–April 1998, p. 75.



SYSTEM INTEROPERABILITY

Trans-national alliances and other networked partnerships, require certain stan-
dardized protocols of engagement to harness the power of netcentricity.

These include both technical protocols to enable communication across boundaries 
(e.g., video-conferencing protocols), as well as operating protocols (e.g., governance 
and tax rules, or accounting standards).

The development of universally-accepted communication standards occurs when
organizations move to extended enterprise applications, or to an Internet-based
inter-organizational transaction medium.

Such communication standards can be both technical and organizational in nature.  
A prime example is the set of standards developed by the Voluntary Inter-Industry
Common Standards Association for Collaborative Planning and Forecasting. When 
used to facilitate communication among a company, its suppliers, and its distributors,
these standards require implementation of the same definitions of key business events
(e.g., out-of-stock items or changes in delivery schedule), as well as implementation of
the same protocols for running multi-enterprise planning/leadership teams.

Although the Internet provides an easy tool to exchange digital information, these other
operating barriers may hinder or even stifle deeper knowledge exchanges, and collabora-
tive partnerships. Effective trans-national netcentric alliances will require some balance
between standards and rules that liberate and facilitate technical and tactical openness,
versus rules that end up stifling collaboration, creativity, and innovation.

Asset protection becomes crucial across netcentric alliances, since information and
expertise can become quite transparent, and can easily be captured by unauthorized
parties through open information systems.

The protection of knowledge assets (both human and intangible) becomes a critical
barrier to forming and sustaining such alliances, given concerns about information 
security and proprietary knowledge. Fine-tuning firewall protections and tracking 
intellectual assets may address this problem, but may also end up inhibiting open 
collaboration.  This problem becomes even more salient given fluid, short-term alliances
of networks where trust has not yet matured, and when netcentric alliances are formed
with partners who alternate as competitors.
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IMPACT ON CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
Both business and individual customers
are increasingly using the netcentric
medium to benefit their purchasing
behavior, either as online purchasers, 
or as more involved and informed
consumers, due to information acquired
or provided online.

Business-to-business traffic currently
dominates the Internet pathways, with
$48 billion in business-to-business 
e-commerce, versus $4 billion in
consumer e-commerce in 1998. Current
projections place business-to-business 
e-commerce at $1.5 trillion, and consumer
e-commerce sales at $108 billion for 2003.
The impact of netcentricity extends
beyond online buying behavior, raising
customer expectations for service and
speed, and requiring new responses from
non-netcentric firms as well.

The following table suggests key contrasts
highlighting the impact of netcentricity on
customer interactions, compared to those
of the pre-net model.  Again, only time
and intensive research will illuminate the
accuracy of these contrasts, with regard to
the future evolution of netcentric organi-
zations and their customer relationships.
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CASE STUDY #4:
AMAZON.COM

As one of the first companies to capitalize on the opportunities offered

by the Internet, Amazon.com has quickly become one of the most

talked about e-commerce companies. In particular, Amazon.com has

created a name for itself as one of the most customer-centric

companies in the world. It has raised the bar of customer service — 

for itself as well as its competitors — by changing the customer’s

experience and expectations. Before this netcentric innovation, people

would never have imagined that they could visit a single site to

purchase almost any book ever published, any CD 

ever produced, or any toy ever made.  Now, more than 8 million

customers have come to rely on this amazing capability.

Amazon.com’s customer orientation is facilitated by a conglomeration

of services and products.  With more than 2 million books and 1 million

CDs available for purchase, Amazon.com has been able to fulfill

customer orders — and, more importantly, their expectations.

Customers can also get extensive information about every product

listed on the site, including reader reviews (positive and negative),

bestseller lists, and author interviews.

Amazon.com has also been able to keep its Web site simple and user-

friendly. It greets repeat customers by name, meets the needs of both

novice and advanced users by providing both a simple search capability

and a more powerful search engine available upon request. Also,

through constant updates, Amazon.com minimizes the amount of

inaccurate information on the site. In addition, Amazon.com keeps

buyers informed of order status, ships orders promptly, and has a very

responsive customer service department.



COMPARISON OF CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS
IN PRE-NET AND NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

CHARACTERISTIC PRE-NET ORGANIZATIONS NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

Interface with Customers Through customer service Through self-service extranets
representatives

Buying Behavior Location-specific, from a Location-independent, direct 
limited set of retailers, from an unlimited set of online 
distributors, and brokers vendors, sources, and artists

Relationship Management Person-to-person, De-personalized, anonymous; 
brand and relationship building branding is elusive

Customer Information Owned and released by the Surrendered by the customer, 
customer, one-way flows aggregated by the producer or 

vendor for market research
purposes, bi-directional flows

Intermediaries Wholesalers and distributors Trust brokers (trusted third-
acting as intermediate links parties), providing a seal 
in the supply chain of approval to facilitate 

movement of digital goods

Customer Experience Physical realities geared toward Hybrid realities (mix of physical 
tangible assets or services and virtual experiences)

INTERFACE WITH CUSTOMERS

Netcentricity affords a variety of advantages for interfacing with customers, and
potentially changes certain elements of the customer experience.

At the earliest stages of consumer e-commerce (both business-to-business and individual
customers), the vast majority of transactions focused on tangible commodities such as
books, CDs, or travel.  The increase in online purchasing of these commodities has been
spurred by the convenience (speed, home access, and availability) of the purchase experi-
ence, often with the added enticement of discounted pricing.

In addition, many products that were once thought of as being “transaction intense,”
such as financial services, are increasingly becoming commodities.  In fact, some
industry pundits predict that there is no limit to the range of products and services
(including “transformational” services such as education) that can be sold and purchased
as commodities in the Netcentric Age.
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Access to the Internet is the “choke point” of e-commerce.  That’s because the
netcentric transformation of customer behavior assumes ubiquitous access to the
Internet — from the workplace or home, in travel and in transit, from cities and
the wilds.

In some parts of the
United States, this
is already a reality.
In others, it is a
distant dream, as
shown in the figure.

An open Internet infrastructure can serve a purpose similar to
consumer e-commerce in business-to-business transactions, and
businesses are increasingly moving to Web-based applications.
Nonetheless, businesses have additional options and require-
ments that are not typically associated with private customers.
Businesses often conduct e-commerce transactions across their
supply chain through protected “intranets” that are configured
using a common architecture.  They also create targeted
“extranets” with firewalls to protect the focal company, thereby
allowing transactions with particular supply chain partners or
with the end customer.

Customer service support has also been moved to self-service
extranets, so that customers can place and track their orders
through continuously updated, online databases.  Human
customer service has largely been removed from the service
chain, except when a customer needs special information or
problem resolution.
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Delivery services such as FedEx and the U.S. Postal

Service provide compelling examples of how organ-

izations can integrate and make data available in

real-time across a global industry.  In doing so,

FedEx and the U.S. Postal Service have employed

real-time data transmission to assist in routing and

tracking packages. In each case, information

recorded by portable bar-code scanners is trans-

mitted to a central database, through which it can

be made available to all employees and customers,
not just managers in traditional decision-making

roles.27 Additionally, FedEx uses its computer sys-

tems to monitor and manage its business-critical

applications, allowing its Information Systems (IS)

department to focus less on the computing infra-

structure and more on customer service.

States with the Lowest Percentage of Internet Access

States with the Highest Percentage of Internet Access
AK

52%

NH
41%

MD
46%

LA
21%

MS
17%

KY
23%

WV
20%

UT
46%

CO
47%

AR
19%

The Digital Divide — Percent of Adults with Internet Access26

26 “The State New Economy Index, Part IV (The Digital Economy),” Progressive Policy Institute, July 1999. 

27  Excerpted from http://www.nortel.com/home/about/articles/fedex/fedex.html.



BUYING BEHAVIOR

Netcentricity can affect consumer buying behavior along numerous dimensions.
Marketers are just beginning to explore the meaning of standard concepts (such as
relationship management, customer loyalty, branding, channel mix, market seg-
mentation, location, and the buying “experience”) within the electronic medium.

Netcentricity affords online access to information about a virtually infinite number 
of product categories, brands, features, pricing levels, packaging, and options for
customization.  Consumers’ access to unprecedented amounts of product information
enhances their buying power.  Consider auto buying, where Internet-informed
customers can significantly enhance their negotiating position with information about
options, costs of good sold, and so forth.

The basis for differentiation in the e-commerce business model is unclear, since the elec-
tronic medium alters the concepts of location, personalization, pricing, and packaging.
This is especially true because the marginal cost of customers’ electronic searches is low.

Given these realities, organizations wishing to pursue e-commerce in the Netcentric Age
must increasingly consider the following questions: 

• What are the differentiators in e-commerce?  That is, how does the brand or price
affect customers’ decisions, and what is the impact of product features, customer
differences, customization options, and Internet packaging?

• What is the impact of advertising (through traditional and online media) on online
branding and buying behavior?

• Is Web site real estate design (e.g., preferred location in search results, aesthetic and
artistic features, ease of navigation) analogous to store front real estate design? 

• Do e-commerce customers prefer information-dense products or services, as
opposed to those described in less detail? 

• How does netcentricity influence customer decisions regarding products that are
sold in traditional outlets?

Research answering these questions is emerging; however, the interactive effects of
various dimensions of online selling and buying are still unclear.
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Branding Not as Effective Online

An interactive survey of online shoppers signals disappointing news for 

e-tailers: 40 percent of shoppers could not name an online retailer in 12 out of

13 e-tail categories. E-tailing king Amazon.com was the most recognized brand

in the book category, showing it is twice as recognized among shoppers than

arch rival barnesandnoble.com. Ebay headed the brand list among auction sites,

while Microsoft/Egghead was the most recognized brand in the computer

software sector. Echoing another recent study, the poll showed that online

shoppers may look, but don’t follow through on purchasing via the Net. More

than 90 percent of Web surfers checked out e-tail offerings, but only 18 percent

of them actually made purchases.



RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER INFORMATION,
AND INTERMEDIARIES

Online relationships in the Netcentric Age are bi-directional, in that they 
enable customers to influence and participate in the design, production, and
service processes.

Customization is an obvious illustration 
of the way netcentricity enables customers
to participate in individualizing product
or service features around their own
particular needs.  Although customers
occasionally had this ability in the pre-net
economy, online relationships allow the
customer to become involved much earlier
in the product/service design cycle.  In
addition, it is important to note that
customization can result from either
explicit online involvement, or unobtru-
sive analyses of consumer buying, usage,
and return patterns by the corporate data
mining function.

In the Netcentric Age, customers also have
the ability to organize into “electronic
communities” to provide more explicit
input, lobbying, or influence over prod-
ucts, services, or business practices and
policies.  Some of this input is seen as
constructive by corporations; other input
may be decidedly unwelcome.  (For
example, such unwelcome influences
include e-communities calling for product
boycotts, withholding personal informa-
tion, or spreading negative information
about product deficiencies and environ-
mental or production practices in third-
world countries.)

Because netcentricity affords this unprece-
dented two-way communication, there is a
pressing need to map the related “best
practice” models for customers to influ-
ence and participate in the design,
production, and service processes.

As the basis for online customer relationships, two factors are especially relevant in
the online model.  The first concerns customer trust of the process, given the
surrender of financial and personal information.  The second concerns customer
commitment and loyalty, in the absence of personal contact.

Concerns about the security of financial information relinquished over the Internet loom
large in certain customers’ minds.  These concerns are beginning to dissipate, given the
pervasiveness of secure online credit information exchange, together with credit guaran-
tees from both vendors and the credit card industry.
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Another shining example of managing netcentric customer relationships,

Citigroup’s claim to fame is its ability to inspire and preserve customer trust and

security in netcentric global banking.

In the mid-1990s, Citigroup (then known as Citicorp) was the victim of a major

hacker incident that originated in Russia.  Although the amount of money lost

was relatively insignificant to a firm the size of Citigroup (less than $1 million),

the impact on consumer trust in the firm’s computer systems was potentially

very grave.

As a result of this incident and the criticality of customer confidence in the

system’s integrity, the company established the Citigroup Information Security

Office (CISO) to oversee the integrity of its information technology.  CISO sets

overall security standards for Citigroup, but deviations from these standards may

be approved by the Executive Vice Presidents of individual business units, or by

inter-functional teams for products that cross business lines.

In essence, CISO is Citigroup’s way of resolving the potential conflict between

information security issues and the various e-commerce programs that the firm

would like to offer.  For example, Citigroup would like to make all of its products

available to all customers on a worldwide basis through the Internet, from a

single source. However, various products require different levels of security

commensurate with their unique security threats (based on standard business

risk analysis).  In addition, the firm’s various business groups provide different

levels of security, largely because of cultural differences between Citicorp and

Traveler’s Insurance Groups, which merged in 1998 to form the new Citigroup.

In addition, CISO resolves security differences across the business units, and

customizes the information protection systems appropriate for each business

unit’s customer relationships.

Whereas Citicorp stressed corporate-level security, the Travelers Group allowed

its business units to provide their own security programs.  With cost as a major

driver, some Travelers business groups chose to implement less rigorous security

procedures. Therefore, removing firewalls between Citigroup units (so that all

products could be offered to all customers from a single source) could

compromise the security of those units that require (and currently have) more

extensive security measures.  Hence the role of CISO.



Increasingly, however, both businesses and individual customers are expressing concerns
about the unlimited — and hidden — use of private information surrendered to
vendors.  As vendors use the information to target particular consumer segments or 
individual customers (through special promotions or e-coupons, for example), the uses
(or misuses) of such information will become more salient.

This “second exchange” takes place when customers
knowingly or unknowingly divulge personal information
as part of a transaction, and they may come to expect
something in return, such as a “preferred buyer” status.
(The “first exchange” occurs when customers exchange
money for goods or services.)  The boundaries of custo-
mer tolerance for second exchanges of information are
unknown.  Similarly, it is unclear what economic returns
customers will demand for engaging in second exchanges
with providers or other third-party information ware-
housers.

In response, corporations are beginning to publish their
privacy policies, or are turning to “trusted third-parties”
(intermediary trust brokers) as a means of alleviating
customer concerns.  The growing prevalence of trust
brokers has been spurred by the need for e-commerce
“seals of approval.”

ConsumerReports.org, Gomez.com, and Deja.com are all
Web sites that provide online ratings of products, services,
customer support, and online practices, as well as third-
party endorsement regarding the trustworthiness of a
given online provider.

It is unclear how customers will respond to the growing
reservoirs of private information surrendered on the Web,
and what they will favor as a corporate response to protect
customer privacy.

The second issue related to the online customer relationship concerns customer commit-
ment and loyalty, in the absence of personal contact.  In the pre-net model, relationship
management rested on human contact as the channel for creating and customizing the
relationship through personal sales and service support.  Retailers and distributors of
products and services were the end point in the supply chain.

In the Netcentric Age, “dis-intermediation” removes the end-provider in the supply
chain in favor of online, direct sales and distribution.  This dis-intermediation raises
questions about the basis for repeat buying, or customer “lock-in.”  In the business-to-
business model, lock-in occurs by developing a complex, compatible, shared infrastruc-
ture that is enormously costly to disband and replace.

There is some equivalency in the online customer model, in terms of increased switching
costs, provided that repeated purchases from the same vendor are accomplished without
repeating the registration process or information exchange.  Such conveniences may
motivate a customer toward repeat buying and customer loyalty.

E-wallets will enhance customer loyalty across networks of vendors to the extent that the
information exchange occurs once, and is stored in a protected environment.  As an
added advantage, switching costs for online customers are minimal (beyond the initial
information entry), provided that the customer trusts the product, service, and informa-
tion security.  
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Easier Payments, More Purchases

According to David Card, an analyst with Jupiter

Communications, the emergence of e-wallets will

eventually have a dramatic impact on online

commerce.  This emerging technology represents a

direct response to customers’ hesitation to share

credit card information with unfamiliar firms.  As a

result, banks and even Microsoft are jumping in to

provide “e-wallet” systems that securely store credit

card information and share it on demand with online

merchants.  That way, a customer can purchase

books at one site, auto parts at another, and flowers

at a third — all without having to repeatedly enter

the same credit card information.

CyberCash, which supplies e-wallet technology to

retailers, has developed several ways to simplify

payments.  The latest incorporates the company’s

“InstaBuy” e-wallet into online banner ads, thereby

enabling e-wallet users to click on an ad and make

a purchase simply by entering their password.  First

USA, the largest MasterCard and Visa issuer, has

started a shopping portal using the CyberCash

system.



Key questions for future research in this area include: 

• What is the basis for attracting and retaining  e-customers?

• Does online branding enhance loyalty, and are there other bases for securing 
e-consumer loyalty and repeat buying?

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Another impact of netcentricity on consumer buying behavior is that the medium
offers “hybrid realities,” using a mix of physical and virtual dimensions to enhance
the customer’s experiences.

Although the possibilities are limitless, given the rapid
evolution of netcentric technologies, customers are
already enjoying the following hybrid realities:

• The ability to download digitized music using
MP3 technology enables customers to “try-before-
you-buy” when purchasing music CDs online.

• Real Lego toys purchased online are supplemented
with virtual Lego toys.

• Customers can “test drive” a virtual car, or take a
virtual tour of a house before experiencing the 
real thing.

• Students and professionals can acquire an educa-
tion through conventional classroom participation,
supplemented with online teaching and “distance
learning.”

• Employees can engage in practice sessions with
virtual teams before working with in-house 
workgroups and global teams.

• Blending a company’s physical and electronic 
presence may offer the convenience of Web-based
search-and-purchase, with next-day pick-up at the
company’s physical store front.

Some customers will prefer buying experiences in one
medium over another, and some content or experiences
may be better suited to a given medium.  For other
customers, the hybrid of the real and virtual experi-
ences may enhance the knowledge base, the likelihood
of the purchase, and the quality or convenience of the
buying experience.
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“Hybrid Realities”

A new breed of Internet profiteers is 

spinning virtual gold into hard currency.28

Benjamin Schriefer and Michael Gmeinwieser make money the

new-fashioned way. They sell stuff that doesn’t exist, and their

customers, who pay them in cold, hard cash, don’t mind one bit.

The entrepreneurs deal in property that can be used only in the

virtual environment of Ultima Online, a medieval-themed

Internet game that’s similar to Dungeons and Dragons.  In the

2 years since the game was released, it has attracted more than

130,000 players, who compete by amassing wealth, forging

alliances, and slaying the occasional dragon. The problem is

that the supply of gold and real estate becomes scarce, as the

game becomes more and more popular.

Gmeinwieser, who works as a contractor near Baltimore, found

Ultima boring to play, but got interested when he discovered

that people sold their Ultima possessions through the Ebay

Internet auction site. After talking with Schriefer, the two

friends went into business, offering real money for online

property and reselling it at a profit, both through Ebay and their

own Web site.  They found a large market with players who were

happy not to have to earn their own gold or search the

congested landscape for a suitable place to build a castle. “We

buy millions of gold pieces at a time at discount rates,” says

Schriefer, “and resell them at 800 to 1,000 pieces to the dollar.”

That makes Ultima gold more valuable than the Italian lira,

which last month was going for about 2,000 to the dollar.

In the first 6 weeks of business, Schriefer and Gmeinwieser sold

20 million gold pieces and 10 houses, with a profit margin of

roughly 30 percent. They estimate that they now have a dozen

competitors with whom they often trade to maintain inventory.

In a single day last month, 76 Ultima Online-related auctions

closed on Ebay, with $6,734 changing hands. Entire accounts,

including the identity of a character and all his or her

possessions, have gone for as much as $3,000.

28 Cook, John, “Money for Nothing,” New York Times Sunday Magazine, August 8, 1999, p. 21.



To enable businesses to capture the enrichment potential inherent in offering these
hybrid realities, additional research is needed to answer the following questions (among
others):

• How can organizations most effectively blend physical and virtual experiences to
mesh with individuals’ cognitive capabilities to augment the customer experience?

• What features make the virtual experience a meaningful supplement to the real
thing, or even a superior experience?

• Does the virtual experience replace the tangible purchase in some domains?  For
example, under what conditions are “virtual Legos” preferred over the real thing,
and by whom?

IMPACT ON THE INDIVIDUAL
As a pervasive technological
transformation, the impact 
of netcentricity is zigzagging
through every aspect of our
lives as employees, consumers,
citizens, learners, travelers,
family members, and partners
to romance.

The following table suggests
key contrasts highlighting 
the impact of netcentricity 
on the employment-related
aspects of individuals’ lives.
(The previous section
addressed the impact on 
individuals’ lives as con-
sumers.) Again, only time 
and intensive research will
illuminate the accuracy of
these contrasts, with regard 
to the future evolution of
employment-related aspects 
of netcentric organizations.
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CASE STUDY #5:
U.S. MILITARY

Given the exceptional degree of information and stress involved in wartime activities,

the impact of netcentricity on the individual is even more apparent in the context of

the U.S. Military than in any other public- or private-sector organization. It would be

difficult, for example, to draw a parallel between how an individual might react to an

increase in blips on a radar screen while in hostile waters, and an increase in the

number of orders received by the shipping department of a major retailer. Thus, the

U.S. Navy is an ideal forum in which to observe the greatest possible impact of

netcentricity on the individual who actually uses the netcentric systems and the

information they provide under extremely stressful decision-making conditions.

The amount of information available in the netcentric world is increasing at an

exponential rate. For a soldier, this can be a very positive change, because it gives unit

commanders more up-to-date information on enemy movements. However, a point can

be reached when there is too much information and not enough time to digest it all.

To avoid overwhelming the individual, netcentric system designs must incorporate

filters that enable individuals to customize the information to meet their own unique

decision-making requirements. Also, the information must be understandable for the

skill level of the person receiving it. This can be accomplished by increasing the

number of filters to ensure that the decision-maker is not confused by information that

is “over his or her head,” or by increasing the abilities of the decision-maker to match

the information received. Also, training is essential to ensure that individuals can

properly interpret and use the information at their disposal.



COMPARISON OF INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS
IN PRE-NET AND NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

CHARACTERISTIC PRE-NET ORGANIZATIONS NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

Separation Between Work Separable, given limited inter- Highly connected because 
and Personal Lives connectivity between personal multiple channels between 

and work spaces personal and work spaces create 
the potential for seamlessness/ 
lack of separation

Information Volume Limited volume and access; Unlimited volume and access; 
and Accessibility “hit rate” is higher within the “hit rate” is low, given the mass 

limited information set of information

Knowledge Obsolescence Resilience of knowledge related Rapid rate of change reduces  
to the rate of technological  the durability of knowledge, 
change; infrequent need for requiring rapid and continuing 
retooling decisions re-acquisition

Knowledge Acquisition Information and education are Information and education are 
acquired in discrete chunks continuously and conveniently 
concentrated earlier in life, accessible anytime and anyplace 
formally, and on-the-job through netcentricity

Information Presentation Limited sequential modalities Requires multitasking across 
of presentation multiple concurrent modalities of 

presentation; hybrid realities

SEPARATION BETWEEN WORK AND PERSONAL LIVES

Netcentricity allows two-way connectivity anywhere and anytime through multiple
media (fax, voicemail, email, pagers, mobile phones, and so forth).  As a result,
employees have the flexibility to be mobile, telecommute, and enjoy flextime — all
without being any less responsive, informed, or engaged.  The down-side is that
work hours can be extended without parallel compensation, and the separation
between work and personal lives becomes blurred.

Critics of netcentricity have expressed valid concerns about the erosion of personal lives,
shrinking personal time, work burnout, “brain fatigue,” and the potential toll on work-
place innovation and productivity.  As we move forward into the Netcentric Age, it is
essential that we develop a better understanding of the relationship and trade-offs
between work and personal lives.  In addition, there is a critical need for society, organi-
zations, and individuals to develop effective strategies to align the two.
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INFORMATION VOLUME/ACCESSIBILITY

AND KNOWLEDGE OBSOLESCENCE

The challenge of separating employees’ work and personal lives is compounded by
the sheer volume and rapid obsolescence of information that employees must
acquire in the Netcentric Age.

Employees must spend significant chunks of their days and
nights processing massive volumes of information.  For many,
responding to email is the most time-consuming activity of their
extended workday.  Expected email response times continuously
decrease, requiring many employees to be “virtually” available for
extended hours, in order to respond rapidly.  As a result, this
relentless pursuit of information takes away from employees’
other important personal and professional activities.

The massive amounts of data available at the click of a mouse
yield a significant information advantage, provided that the
information is accurate, timely, and relevant. However, given 
the inadequacies of most existing search engines, the typically
low hit rates often require a significant expenditure of time to
locate relevant information.

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION

Accelerating organizational and human learning is the key to success in the
Netcentric Age.

The unprecedented rate of change in business practices and technically based operations
places a premium on continuous learning, given the shortened “shelf life” of knowledge.
Moreover, individuals must learn to quickly process massive amounts of data.

In the 1980s and the 1990s, the inability of many large-scale information systems to
catalyze effective change has shown that success hinges upon reshaping organizational
culture and people.  In other words, the value of netcentricity depends on the indi-
vidual’s capacity and willingness to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to adopt
and deploy the new technologies.

IT can empower line staff as never before; but this can be terrifying.  As a result,
according to organizations that have implemented “life-changing,” complex technolog-
ical solutions, the easiest mistake to make is underestimating the time and cost of
training end-users.

In the 1980s, the U.S. financial industry massively re-engineered its bank teller work-
force.  Tellers were expected to transform from procedure-bound, highly supervised
clerks to “multi-skilled customer service representatives” supported by netcentric 
databases.  These new customer service reps were expected to independently evaluate
customer requirements and customize complex service packages.  As a result of this 
re-engineering, the financial industry made two critical observations:
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A recent survey by the Nielsen Corporation shows

that households with Internet access watch, on

average, 13 percent less television than households

that are not online. Translated, this means that a

net-enabled household watches television about 

32 hours/month less than a household that is not

online.

Another report from Media Metrix in August 1999

showed that an increasing number of consumers are

putting a new twist on the term “multitasking” by

tickling the keys on their keyboards while watching

TV at the same time. The study also showed that

simultaneous use of TVs and PCs located in the same

room has grown from 16.4 million households to

18.1 million households over the past 6 months.



• Conventional-minded bank tellers needed an enormous amount of training and
ongoing support to feel confident in their new independent critical thinking, and
use of netcentric tools.

• Mid-level managers were extremely threatened by having to devolve critical thinking
activities to line staff, and new performance appraisals and incentive structures had
to be created to keep them from sabotaging the devolution.

Netcentricity offers unprecedented opportunities for personal growth and 
knowledge/skill acquisition through formal and informal channels via 
intranets, extranets, and distance learning programs.

Educational institutions are investing tremendous resources to develop technological
means of transmitting learning programs, and to understanding learning styles 
(e.g., more visual and interactive) and pedagogical models that fit netcentric media.
Such research has obvious implications for learning in organizations.

INFORMATION PRESENTATION

Netcentric organizations have a tremendous competitive interest in simplifying the
processing, comprehension, and application of the massive amounts of information
transmitted to, and from, employees each hour.

Research at the physiological level will
reveal how employees react at the 
biological level when presented with 
voluminous information, through
multiple channels, in compressed time.  
In particular, there is a pressing need to
pursue research in the following areas: 

• optimal design of control panel and
information filter technologies to
enable employees to accurately
process and comprehend information

• development of search and pattern
recognition heuristics, and use of
speech modalities, to help employees
rapidly navigate through massive
amounts of data to locate the target
information.

Another information presentation challenge (and opportunity) in the netcentric
economy is the increasing ability to move seamlessly between interacting with
physical and virtual realities.

There are no data available yet, on the cognitive challenges and consequences of these
interactions, or the possibility of seamlessly presenting and integrating the two modes of
information (physical and virtual) into a truly hybrid reality.
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A recent proliferation of advanced planning systems includes such tools

as I2’s Rhythm Planner and SAP’s Supply Chain Optimization, Planning,

and Evaluation (SCOPE). In addition, many “best practice” companies

have created repositories of incoming dynamic data streams from multiple

data sources (e.g., legacy systems, ERP, Internet sources). This data

stream has allowed the creation of real-time control panels to track and

monitor enterprise-wide performance measures.

One well-known control panel is Soft Bicycle’s Dashboard @nyWARE™.

This product promises “performance feedback at the speed of light,” and

shows an entire group how well they are reaching specific goals by

filtering and displaying data selected for examination from diverse

sources. Feedback gauges, like those on an automobile dashboard,

provide continuously updated information about revenue, attrition,

quality, and morale — the critical elements that make the business

engine run.



THE OVERALL IMPACT OF NETCENTRICITY
The five preceding subsections describe the enormous impact that netcentricity is
exerting on organizational structures and cultures, business models, alliances, customer
relationships, and individuals.  These broad-ranging impacts are graphically represented
in the following figure, and summarized in the bullets on the next page.
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I n d u s t r y - B a s e d   N e t w o r k
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Netcentricity is progressively reshaping business models, 
interrelationships, and practices 
throughout the global economy.



In essence: 

• Netcentric organizations are structured around a knowledge and competency core,
not a hierarchy of authority.

• Netcentric organizations engage in both core and non-core activities.

• Organizations focus their core activities in areas of distinctive competencies (that is,
areas where the organization provides the greatest added value).

• Within the organization’s core, a variety of fluid, temporary, overlapping, and
networked teams represent the key operating units of the organization.  (These
units may be either geographically concentrated or distributed.)

• Non-core activities form the basis for alliances between partners in the supply chain.

• Organizations are increasingly amorphous.  Fluid teams are dynamically formed and
disbanded based on core and non-core organizational activities, and rapid reconfig-
uration of relationships among alliance partners blurs the boundaries within and
across organizations.

• Digital networks include LANs, WANs, and extranets, with network management
and security/firewalls.  These form the communication and information sharing
medium across members of a supply chain.  They also link members of the various
organizations, regardless of location.

• Broader networks (e.g., industry-based) can form outside a supply chain, linked
through digital networks.

• E-lancers serve as virtual employees in the core or non-core activities.

• Customers communicate directly with vendors and providers through digital
networks.

• The Web is the overarching network that serves as the common digital platform.

In these and many other areas, netcentricity offers important, even revolutionary
changes and benefits.  We have begun to see the magnitude of these changes in the way
individuals live, work, communicate, innovate, and create or share wealth.  However, we
are still in a relatively early phase of the long wave of netcentric technology transforma-
tion.  Consequently, significant uncertainty still exists with regard to the more stable
netcentric model.
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IMPACTS UNIQUE TO THE MILITARY
Just as private-sector organizations are responding to increasingly
volatile customer requirements, military organizations are
responding to increasingly unpredictable and asymmetric conflict
requirements.  (For example, a single bioterrorist acting alone
can potentially evade and frustrate the entire military apparatus.)

Driven by radical changes in geopolitics, technology, and
resource availability, the U.S. Military has initiated an active
reengineering of its strategy and management systems.  In this
complex process, the military is attempting to revamp its tradi-
tionally closed, internally oriented organizational model, which
has ensured almost complete day-to-day control over assets, tech-
nology, and people.  The goal is to transform the military into a
more flexible, open, and networked organization that is better
prepared to manage the continuous uncertainty and ambiguous
threats.

Such a model would enable the military to reap the same bene-
fits of netcentricity that are now enjoyed by global financial and
media firms that need to respond to constant trading and busi-
ness volatility.  (Until now, the military has been more akin to
manufacturing firms that face more stable and predictable busi-
ness demands.)

Given the common focus on responsiveness, and the goal of
adopting a more “business-oriented” organizational model, the
military and its public- and private-sector counterparts now have
more similarities than differences with regard to the impacts of
netcentricity and strategies for accelerating its diffusion.

Nonetheless, the military does have certain unique considera-
tions, as illustrated in the figure on the next page.
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Hackers in Taiwan and China 
Trade Shots in Internet Skirmish29

“It was Sunday, shortly after 2 AM, in the ancient

Chinese capital of Luoyang, and Dong Rulyong had

just painstakingly restored the city government’s

Web site after a crippling day-long hacker attack.

Then suddenly, the electronic intruder came back for

more...”

Web sites like Luoyang’s have become high-tech

battlefields in a new kind of conflict between China

and Taiwan. Although the blows are delivered

through cyberspace, the trail of wrecked Web pages

and crashed computers is causing immeasurable

losses — in time, money, and data. It has also

alarmed security specialists in both regions by

pointing out their vulnerability.

In some ways, both sides are stealing a page from

the future.  U.S. and other military officers predict

that attacks on enemy computer systems could

become an important part of warfare in the coming

decades. In fact, the threat of cyberattacks has

prompted Washington to take new measures to

protect U.S. Military computers, and to create a

Pentagon unit specifically to penetrate enemy

networks in time of war.

29 Laris, Michael, “Chinese Web Warriors,” The Washington Post, September 11, 1999, p. A15.



One important consideration is the fact that the Services have embraced netcentricity 
as part of their progress toward Joint Vision 2010, as a means of achieving full-spectrum
situational awareness and information superiority on the battlefield.

The emphasis on “Jointness of Forces,” a central tenet of the Vision, means that the
Navy, Army, Air Force, and Marines will increasingly rely on the shared Defense
Information Infrastructure (DII), currently being developed and implemented by the
DARPA/DISA Advanced IT Services Joint Program Office.
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The military and its public- and private-sector counterparts have much in common 
with regard to the impacts of netcentricity and strategies for accelerating its diffusion, 

but the military does have certain unique considerations.30

30 Alberts, David S.; Garstka, John J.; and Stein, Frederick P., Network Centric Warfare: Developing & Lever-
aging Information Superiority, U.S. Department of Defense CCRP Publication Series, 1999, pp. 35 & 87.



Aided by massive bandwidth outsourcing contracts with AT&T and other global
telecommunications companies, the military will be ahead of the private sector in having
secured the on-demand availability of bandwidth sufficient for its requirements. This
will enable the DII to act as a web of networks and computers, as well as applications,
databases, and security protocols that will provide a real-time “Common Operating
Picture.”

This section discusses these and other impacts of netcentricity that are considered
unique to the military, as highlighted by the contrasts proposed in the following table.

COMPARISON OF THE PRE-NET AND NETCENTRIC MILITARY
CHARACTERISTIC PRE-NET ORGANIZATIONS NETCENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS

Integration Across the Loose coordination between Tighter Joint Force capabilities 
Military (including Command the Services facilitated by common IT systems
Command & Control Structures)

Structure and Processes Highly formalized processes Compressed, de-layered processes, 
that are sequential and often slow with a single event triggering 
to respond to events simultaneous operational actions

Maintenance and protection of a Strategic bundling and 
full spectrum of in-house supply outsourcing of entire segments 
chain capabilities/assets of the supply chain

IT Skills as Elements IT skills are only one set of technical IT skills are critical elements of 
of Core Competency skills required for warfighting a warfighting core competency

INTEGRATION ACROSS THE MILITARY

The military has the opportunity to adopt netcentric technologies that can revolu-
tionize the way the Services stand together as a coalition force.

The most significant of these include:

• embedded sensors and prognostics in warfighting equipment (fleets and weapons)
for total tracking visibility, as well as remote maintenance and repair tele-services.

• 3-dimensional situational awareness and 360-degree asset visibility

• a sensor grid capable of continually sensing and absorbing inputs from its environ-
ment, and providing straight-through processing of that data to the shooter grid

• the revolutionary deployment of entire masses of distributed intelligent electronic
assets in a theater of war (e.g., unleashing computer viruses and network agents to
corrupt enemy systems or compromise enemy intelligence databases).

With these technologies, netcentricity can help to build a
deeper cohesion among the Services.  In that way, netcen-
tricity can enable the military to realize the goals of Joint
Vision 2010 by building a Joint Force capable of delivering
powerful, rapid strikes in simultaneous theaters.
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In Kosovo, the U.S. Military benefited from real-time

situational awareness. Video teleconferencing linked

commanders on different continents. They drew upon

the constant presence of CNN news. Live data feeds

from unmanned vehicles, information from critical

supply/inventory points, and tracking data from in-

transit battle theater assets kept commanders up to

date on strategic and operational deployments.



As the leaders of today’s military struggle to exploit technological opportunities,
and to adapt to the warp speed of netcentric operations, it is critical to understand
that the very concept of “best practices” in management is itself undergoing incred-
ible change.

In 1995, the Harvard Business Review highlighted research by the Robert H. Smith
School of Business concerning an entirely new operations management model based on
the following key principles: 

• re-centralizing operations and service logistics across the enterprise

• leveraging corporate-wide buying power

• establishing core partnerships with carriers and suppliers.

This model, culled from extensive research with dozens of major companies, came as a
surprise to many experts who were counseling decentralization of operations.

More recently, we are witnessing the emergence of a new collaborative model that has 
not yet been coherently described.  Its individual practices are still scattered among
organizations operating in entirely different industries, including global finance, media,
and manufacturing.  These practices span the extensive use of “event-driven” real-time
systems.  Using these systems, organizations push critical data to key decision-makers
from many sources, including the Internet, as well as databases and transaction systems
managed by the organization and its external partners.  As a result, this emerging model
of operations management is dramatically enhancing the organizational ability to
respond to increasingly volatile customer requirements.

Such emerging practices might be even better suited to the military’s netcentric
environment and unique mission-critical need to operate with extreme agility, 
on a maximum global scale, in response to increasingly unpredictable conflict
requirements.

Over time, emerging military netcentricity will have much in common with global
financial and media firms, and military operations will become “event-driven” to an
extraordinary degree.  Whether the event is a sudden market or news event in the private
sector, or an enemy attack in the military sector, its occurrence will initiate a “surge” of
“high-voltage” actions across a globally dispersed set of actors, where the consequences 
of failure to respond can be immediate and devastating.

To realize the opportunities offered by netcentricity, the military has embarked on a path
of streamlining structures and processes, and training and retaining a skilled workforce
(as described in the subsections that follow). 

STREAMLINING MILITARY STRUCTURES AND PROCESSES

The military is using netcentricity to streamline structures and processes.

Streamlining has the following interrelated dimensions:

• simplifying network strategy and design

• compressing processes and execution time through dis-intermediation

• rationalizing physical asset tracking and management

• aligning physical and information flows.
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In order to simplify the entire extended enterprise, military leaders are endeavoring
to construct a comprehensive network map spanning all organizational operations.

Such a map enables organizational
leaders to “disentangle” the network
in order to design more efficient and
direct physical and informational
interfaces among organizations across
the network.  Over time, this process
will allow the military to reap signifi-
cant cost savings by re-positioning
and consolidating expensive capital
assets.

By eliminating vertical and horizontal organizational layers, the military is
reducing costs and compressing the overall cycle times to decisions (a crucial 
organizational process metric).

This “de-layering” of decision-making must accompany the implementation of simpler,
more efficient design templates.  In addition, with the exponentially increasing power of
the Internet, “dis-intermediation” (the elimination of intermediaries) has become a core
capability that the military is endeavoring to build so that it can streamline supply
chains.

Information technology, the enabler of real-time management, is the 
elemental tool that integrates the interrelated dimensions of a streamlined, 
netcentric organization.

In this context, “real-time management” implies that control of organizational supply
chains increasingly resides in intelligent, very high-bandwidth networks that progres-
sively absorb more and more functionality.  As a result, netcentric technology is the key
weapon in the struggle to implement a real-time supply chain.

With a more conscious, effective, and streamlined design, the supply chain conserves
resources and capital, while increasing the efficiency of its input/output ratio.  In addi-
tion, by eliminating management layers and organizational bottlenecks, and by allowing
information and decisions to move freely, the entire extended enterprise is renewed.
This offers obvious advantages for time-critical military operations, while significantly
jolting the military culture.

Like large entities in the public and private sectors, the military faces significant
challenges in mobilizing its forces and moving tangible supplies and services —
often with little or no advance notice.

With the increasing diffusion of netcentricity, the emerging DoD technological support
infrastructure will drive military operations to act “on the fly”, in “real-time” or near
real-time response to breaking events.  In this way, the military will mirror netcentric
“event-driven” global financial, media, and other service firms that must also constantly
respond “on the fly.”
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In his approach to designing an optimum worldwide supply chain, Paul Bender31

described the typical benefits derived from strategic optimization. For example, a

semiconductor manufacturer based in Japan, but with worldwide plants and

warehouses, was able to streamline its operations and eliminate 3 of its 9 plants

and 4 of its 8 warehouses. This, in turn, significantly reduced all operating costs,

with the exception of transportation. As a result, the company’s total supply

chain costs dropped 14 percent — from $191 million to $165 million. Profits also

improved 53 percent as better location of shipping facilities led to improved

customer response and increased sales revenues. Bender claims that a sampling

of other projects shows that designing and implementing an optimized worldwide

supply chain can reduce operating costs from 7 to 31 percent, with an average

cost reduction of 17 percent.

31 Bender, Paul, “How To Design an Optimum World Wide Supply Chain,” Supply Chain Management
Review, Spring 1997, Vol. 1, No. 1.



To an even greater degree than overnight delivery and fax transmissions, netcen-
tricity creates an expectation of immediacy that is inherently incompatible with 
the current structures and processes of large, hierarchical organizations such as the
U.S. Military.

With netcentric IT infrastructures coming into place, the military is now expected to
respond as if it is pure light, unburdened by the drag of physical assets and time lags. 
In reality, however, it is still heavily burdened by the drag of physical assets, large forces,
and time lags.

It is this reality which compels the military to use the power of netcentricity to redesign
and reengineer gigantic, complex, and cumbersome physical logistics processes that not
only span the organization’s own operations, but also those of its extended enterprise
partners.  Thus, the military is using netcentricity to forge new logistical and decision-
making solutions under high-velocity conditions.

As Joint Vision 2010 unfolds, the military has the opportunity to implement a
dual-track approach of managing information flows at the speed of light, and 
accelerating physical flows in an attempt to keep up with that warp speed.

Again, the military is remarkably similar to its public- and private-sector counterparts.
In fact, the military faces even greater challenges in adapting to the collaborative deci-
sion-making processes typical of the netcentric “event-driven” global business model.

Like other large organizations, the military primarily employs a top-down decision flow
model.  This model is reinforced by technology constraints that limit critical informa-
tion to the decision-making body, and hinder the sharing of information and opinions
required in a collaborative netcentric decision-making environment.

These technology constraints exist for a variety of reasons. Costs, for example, prohibit
widespread diffusion of technology, and various hardware may be too bulky or cumber-
some to be operationally feasible for warfighters in the field. Whatever the constraint,
the result is that senior-level leaders are the only ones within the organization who have
the Common Operational Picture to make effective decisions.

The military can maximize the power of netcentricity by automating business rules
for quick response, while reserving for human intervention those events that truly
require conscious processing and analysis.

The current system, however, creates information flow inefficiencies via two constructs:

• First, each information brief or data transfer (input/output) requires human
approval or review before release. Yet, there are few direct connections between the
decision-maker and the decision-executor. Consequently, there is redundant effort
and time utilized to transfer information. Additionally, excessive human interven-
tion may introduce data integrity issues such as data entry errors.

• Second, automated filtering systems entrusted by the user facilitate the rapid
processing of information. However, recent military wargames have demonstrated
that personnel naturally fall back on traditional sources of information, and use
fewer automated forms of communication during times of stress.

Netcentricity also enables customization of information presentation to the style and
requirements of the individual user. In a netcentric military, the DoD/Services’ joint user
base is becoming part of one large “portal,” with Web views, services, and security/data
access levels customized to the individual user.
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IT SKILLS AS CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF CORE COMPETENCY

Netcentricity presents problems related to training and retaining a skilled 
workforce.

In the Netcentric Age, IT skills are critical elements of the military’s warfighting core
competency. A netcentric military places a premium on training and retaining techni-
cally prepared warfighters, managers, and support personnel. As the military moves
deeper into netcentricity, it must build and sustain those core IT competencies that
place it in direct competition with the private sector.

Recent efforts to enhance retention have included higher signing
bonuses, quicker promotions, and re-titling of job ratings.
However, these actions have been offset and overshadowed by
reductions in retirement benefits, changes in health-care benefits,
frequent relocation, and extended deployments. Additionally, 
the incentive structure has been slow to respond to market
conditions and does not allow for individuals to negotiate their
compensation. This has proven problematic with the evolution
from combat or physical fighting, to a more technological or
strategic information-focused force.

As a core competency, IT will also create a different leadership imperative for 
the military.

In a recent planning meeting, an Army expert said that Meyers-Briggs profiling of mili-
tary managers is now essential to identify the right personality type to manage chaos.

Conventional managers — particularly in the military — are bred on rules of efficiency
and ordered, incremental productivity.  In the netcentric world, managers need to make
“optimal” choices under real-time and near-real-time conditions.  However, optimality
under these conditions is a moving target.  Moreover, traditional military leadership
training may no longer prepare individuals to operate effectively in flattened, real-time
decision-making structures.

The military can substantially streamline operations and improve customer service
by enhancing asset tracking and management through the use of bar coding, radio
frequency tags, and other tools.

In this netcentric world, the military will choose to automate routine processes and
conduct as many transactions as possible via online agents (e.g., the Defense Logistics
Agency’s e-Mall for desktop procurement of supplies).
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In the sea services, the three most critical positions

— where it is most difficult to retain personnel —

are Electronics Technician (ET), Telephone Tech-

nician (TT), and Telecommunications Specialist (TC).

These are also the positions that face the fiercest

competition with the private sector.



NEW FORMS OF RISK

Netcentricity poses many other risks for the military.  Some would even 
suggest that netcentricity in the military environment is “chaos in a box,”
demanding instantaneous access to information, and compromising the 
security of top-level control.

Among the constraints to accelerating the diffusion of netcentricity, finances will almost
certainly be a factor.  The military leadership does not yet have adequate Congressional
authorization to invest the vast resources that are needed to acquire the most advanced
technologies.

The military is increasingly having to rely on “ubiquitous” technologies that have an 
efficient mass of supply and a sufficient private-sector production scale to generate
economies of use.  A “plug-and-play” military is becoming the order of the day.

Constrained finances also drive efforts to lower the “total cost of ownership” of the 
military.  This is leading to a more hybrid military organization composed of a web of
government, military, and civilian contractor personnel, in an extended enterprise that
flexibly adds or reduces capacity as needed.  There seems little question that this organi-
zational flexibility will be key to the success of the U.S. Military in the Netcentric Age.

Critics in the military also state that the DoD is already a favorite target of amateur
hackers.  They argue that as the military moves toward more complicated computer
networks, it will become increasingly vulnerable to this type of threat.

Still others believe that netcentricity will provide the ultimate breeding ground for
“ripple effects,” as described in chaos theory.  (Chaos theory states that complex systems
are very sensitive to input, and therefore small changes in initial input can create ripple
effects throughout the entire system.)32

Moreover, military critics of netcentricity suggest that potential system failures pose
additional risks.  The more dependent an organization is upon technology, they say, the
more susceptible it is to system failures.  With network systems, therefore, the reliability
is inversely proportional to the complexity of the system.  The more nodes that are added,
the greater the power, but also the greater is the likelihood that one or more will
malfunction and transmit disturbances throughout the network.

Currently, netcentric warfare is defined as a system of three grids (a sensor grid, a
command-and-control grid, and an engagement grid).  Should any one of those grids 
be defeated or fail, the system could be crippled.  Damages to networks can be trans-
mitted over the system, and can affect individuals far distant from the initial problem.
In addition, the homogeneity of netcentric systems allows a virus to travel easily 
through the entire system.

Critics also argue that standardization will create an undesirable side effect of increasing
the predictability of military actions.  A simultaneous benefit and disadvantage to
computer-assisted decision-making is that it eliminates ambiguities.  This helps the 
decision-maker execute more informed choices, but it also directs the decision-making
flow and constrains the options considered in a predictable manner.  For example, if 
you know the algorithm on which a computer system operates, you know with certainty
what the system’s next steps will be from any given point.

If the outcome of netcentric warfare is greater predictability of the tactics, the advantages
gained by operating with less ambiguity could be displaced by an enemy that is capable
of exploiting this predictability.
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32 Hammes, Colonel T.X., “War Isn’t a Rational Business,” U.S. Marine Corps Proceedings, July 1998.
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GALVANIZING THE NATIONAL
RESEARCH AGENDA

Netcentricity is, and will continue to be, a driver of national economic and military
security, as well as citizenry behavior, and the way individuals live and learn throughout
their lives.  Nonetheless, netcentricity is also “chaos in a box,” and its relentless and
volatile technical progress confounds most routine modes of planning and operations.
As a result, multiplicity and diversity are the driving needs in developing and imple-
menting a national research agenda on netcentricity.

In an effort to focus the national research agenda, this section begins by converging on
the most pressing research themes and questions that warrant future in-depth investiga-
tion to promote a better understanding of the antecedents and enablers of diffusion of
netcentricity.

Next, this section proposes possible research structures and approaches for implementing
the national research agenda.  (Appendix B augments this discussion by providing an
inventory of federal, state, and non-profit organizations whose mission includes research
on netcentricity.)

Finally, this section presents the Blue Ribbon Panel’s suggested first-year action priorities
for launching the national research agenda on netcentricity.

KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Given the critical and far-reaching impact of netcentricity, it is essential that we
take definitive steps to obtain a deeper understanding of the netcentric model and
the strategies needed to accelerate its diffusion.

Recognizing the enormity of the potential research agenda, this section identifies the
overarching issues that warrant the attention of the research community.  The Blue
Ribbon Panel selected these issues because they represent potentially high-impact areas
for diffusing netcentricity, and because they are viable research topics in terms of scope.

For simplicity, these research priorities are related to each of the five impact areas
discussed in the previous section, as well as those unique to the military.



ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND CULTURES

How should netcentric organizations be structured and managed?

This question concerns re-creating the organization to benefit from the power of netcen-
tricity, without suffering its potential limitations.  Specifically, future research must
consider the following aspects:

• What organizational structures provide incentives and mechanisms to share 
knowledge and information, and to stimulate entrepreneurship and creativity?

• What forms of oversight, control, integration, or coordination should replace 
hierarchy and tight spans of control in netcentric, team-based organizations,
without stifling the speed and extent of knowledge sharing, information exchange,
and innovation?

• What is the role of “management” in organizations where power resides in teams 
of knowledge workers?

• What characteristics (size, structures, and partnerships) best position an organiza-
tion to use netcentricity, without losing decision-making or execution speed as a
result of distributed decision-making structures, or an abundance of information 
in the environment?

What are the implications of virtual modes of operation?

Netcentric organizations leverage IT to promote virtual operations.  Future research
must consider the implications of virtual modes of operation:

• What are the critical success factors for virtual, loosely coupled teams?

• What are the protocols for effective operation of virtual teams 
(e.g., geography, vocabulary, IT)?

• Is there a critical initiation phase or other developmental phase (e.g., refresher) 
in the lifetime of netcentric teams that must occur face-to-face, before virtual 
operations begin?

• Are there task or project features that serve as boundaries to differentiate between
successful and unsuccessful virtual teams?

• Are shared norms and values less likely to form in distributed, sometimes 
anonymous work forces?

• Are there process or performance consequences to the fact that virtual organizations
may have less cohesive teams, or weaker cultural norms and values?

• Are there compensatory strategies to imbue virtual and transitory teams with a
certain level of shared vocabulary, norms of engagement, and social intimacy?

• Will the physical separation of netcentric teams reduce the psychological 
returns and creative processes that spontaneously emerge in socially 
interacting organizations?

• Does detachment and isolation from the informal social network detract from the
organization’s bond with its employees?

• Does organizational commitment or allegiance suffer with the proliferation of 
alternative employment models (such as telecommuting or e-lancing)?
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How can netcentric organizations attract, motivate, retain, and protect essential
human and intellectual assets?

This is a critical challenge in the face of open information environments, intellectual
property residing in mobile workers, less connectedness among employees, and an
outward orientation toward the marketplace.  In particular, future research must
consider the following questions:

• How is the function of leadership affected by the netcentric business model and
employment relationship?

• What is the function of leaders in organizations where the digital environment
removes the sense of intimacy with the leader, authority is embedded in the knowl-
edge structures, and knowledge and information — the basis for decisions and
actions — are broadly distributed?

• Is the power of charismatic leadership diminished in netcentric organizations 
and, if so, what are the alternative predictors of eminent leadership in netcentric
organizations? 

• Can job security or longevity-based rewards serve as a valued incentive to attract
and retain knowledge assets?

• Are there alternative, more powerful incentives for netcentric workers, such as
participation in knowledge creation; the opportunity to benefit from knowledge
sharing; organizational structures that reflect autonomy, agility, or openness; and
options to partake in the returns of wealth creation?

• How do open knowledge and information networks change the employment
contract?

• Can the information asset (people or know-how) be securely protected without
losing the advantages of open knowledge structures and rules?

• Do open knowledge structures enhance employee mobility, reduce longevity, or
redirect employees’ allegiance toward other communities of knowledge, such as
professional organizations or alliance partners?

BUSINESS MODELS

As the netcentric business model proliferates, there are numerous unknowns regarding
the economic outcomes of shifts in strategies, pricing, and operations. In particular,
future research must consider the following issues:

How can organizations make money in the netcentric model?

• What is the source and the normal cycle time for the return on investment in a
netcentric organization?

• How do businesses effectively compete, and differentiate themselves, in the 
netcentric economy?

• With particular reference to the Internet, where is the value proposition, given the
practice of distributing core products and services as free goods?  (Is it add-on 
services, franchise fees for access to the user network, or other alternatives?)
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• What pricing options are available given real-time digital networks, and what are
the economic costs/benefits from each pricing model?

• Do certain pricing models have other behavioral consequences (e.g., repeat buying)
or market segmentation effects (e.g., pricing models that work in one product or
customer segment, but not another)?

How can netcentricity be used to foster innovation and entrepreneurship?

• How can netcentricity help large, hierarchical organizations become more 
entrepreneurial?

• What “best practices” of small and entrepreneurial technology-based businesses
provide lessons regarding innovation?  (Such lessons can prove extremely valuable 
to large, established corporations, since they compete head-to-head with small 
businesses and startups, given the scalability of the netcentric business model.)

• How can massive organizations use netcentricity to create the antecedents of 
innovation (such as fluid and adaptive structures, permeable boundaries to absorb
environmental stimuli, multi-directional communication and brainstorming, open
knowledge sharing, and rapid execution)? 

What asset valuation approaches and metrics are appropriate for netcentric 
organizations?

• What are the assets of netcentric organizations (e.g., intellectual capital, equity and
cash, or access to resources and customers through the digital network)?

• How do revenues relate to the current valuation of netcentric organizations?

• What are the relevant metrics for tracking netcentric performance (e.g., the 
quality of digital networks, the volume and quality of knowledge flows, the speed 
of decision-making and execution, the rate of innovation and entrepreneurship)?

• What units of analysis should be used to measure netcentricity in workgroups,
organizations, or inter-organizational alliances?

NETCENTRIC ALLIANCES

What are the critical success factors in netcentric alliances?

The advantages of the netcentric model hinge on exploiting the power of tightly coupled
e-supply chains. This places a premium on creating and sustaining effective netcentric
alliances. Consequently, future research must focus on the following questions:

• Which of the following factors form the basis for effective operating and economic
relationships among alliance partners:

— strategic factors

— compatible goals

— common cultures and protocols

— complementary customer bases

— synergistic core competencies

— complementary value chains

— leadership

— workforce chemistry?
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• What process issues are critical to sustain the ongoing effectiveness of alliances?

• What is the role of trust in forming and sustaining effective alliances? 

• What are the consequences to an alliance when members alternate among
competitor, complementor, buyer, or supplier roles?

• Are such alternating roles feasible only in narrow, temporary alliances, or do they
become more likely and effective in longer-term supply chain relationships?

• What are the critical factors that enable alliances to rapidly configure, disband, or
reconfigure their partnered relationships without losing speed-related advantages?

• How can alliances be structured, circumscribed, and governed to leverage their
advantages, without creating detrimental barriers to entry, within or across national
boundaries?

• What international taxation, accounting, global trade, liability, or anti-trust legisla-
tion discourages the formation of netcentric global alliances?

How can organizations protect their intellectual assets while engaging in open
digital partnerships?

The “choke point” in the full exploitation of the power of open netcentric alliances is
the protection of intellectual assets (people and know-how). Consequently, future
research must focus on the following questions:

• What is the optimal digital architecture to protect the distinctive intellectual assets
of the organization, while enabling productive information and knowledge exchange
within the alliance?

• How should/can knowledge sharing be tracked or monitored across alliances?

• What forms of laws, contracts, and rules of engagement can be used to protect
organizations’ intellectual assets as they enter into alliances, without defeating the
benefits of the partnership?

• What constructive dispute resolution mechanisms can be built into alliance rela-
tionships in case ownership over intellectual property is challenged?

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

What advantages do customers seek to obtain from the netcentric model?

The future viability of the netcentric economy depends on understanding the value
proposition in the eyes of customers.  Specifically, future research must focus on the
following questions: 

• How and when do customers differentiate between established “brand name” busi-
nesses and newly formed online businesses? 

• Do e-consumers focus on price, convenience of the buying experience (search, find,
delivery), critical features, information richness, or branding?

• What losses do e-consumers associate with the netcentric medium, in terms of the
physical buying experience, and how can these be remedied?  (For example, can
personalization be restored in the e-consumer experience?)

• What is the basis for brand and product differentiation in netcentric marketplaces?

• Do customers differentiate between niche online businesses and brand name 
businesses?
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• Is there a critical threshold for establishing an e-brand (e.g., size, linkage to physical
retail brand, affinity with a trusted portal or e-marketplace)?

• What is the interaction between physical and electronic brands and marketplaces?

• Do mixed channels add to, or detract from, branding?

What are customers’ tolerance levels and economic expectations for collection of
private information?

• What levels of information and personal privacy do customers expect, and how will
laws and changing experiences affect customer standards?

• What do customers see as the acceptable boundaries for unobtrusive collection of
personal information by vendors and third-party warehousers?

• What returns will customers expect if they surrender personal information, and
what are the legal, statutory, and consumer repercussions if privacy is violated?

• Will a market role be created for trusted information protectors and intermediaries?

• How do privacy concerns interact with customer trust in Internet security and
protection against covert invasions of privacy?

What is the role of digital user communities?

User communities are becoming both ubiquitous and active around a variety of social
and information focuses.  They also offer a channel for the consumer voice — whether
solicited or unsolicited by the business provider.  The increasing prevalence of digital
user communities raises certain questions about the form of their involvement in, and
influence over, netcentric organizations:

• What potential impacts might networked user communities have on business
processes and outcomes?

• How, and during which phases, can user communities be engaged in the business 
development process for competitive advantage?

• Can user communities serve as the digital focus group, or first wave of the market 
penetration strategy?

• How can organizations minimize the potentially deleterious power of networked
user communities?

• Should controls over user communities be introduced to maintain fairness, integrity, 
and privacy?  If so, by whom?

INDIVIDUALS

Individuals’ lives are potentially transformed by their employers’ transition to netcen-
tricity, and the connected effects on their personal lives.  The critical skills for effective-
ness in netcentric organizations also likely change as a function of the exponential
growth in information access, availability, and processing demands.  As a result, future
research must focus on the following areas:

How can netcentric organizations avoid employee overload while enhancing access
to, and effective utilization of, knowledge and information?

In making the transformation to netcentricity, organizations face a critical need to
develop technological and human tools to maximize the positive and creative effects of
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information richness and content, and to overcome the paralyzing effects of information
overload.  In particular, future research must focus on the following questions:

• How can better information filters and control panel technology optimize executive 
decision-making?

• Will netcentric full-spectrum visibility overwhelm or increase the efficiency, speed,
and accuracy of decision-making in response to unpredictable situations?

• What other technological or artificial intelligence systems, search, navigation, and
decision-making algorithms will help individuals exploit the information advantages
of netcentricity in high-velocity information environments?  

• How do individual differences factor into alternative strategies for coping with
information overload in compressed time?

• What can be learned from biomedical research to boost the information absorption,
pattern recognition, and processing capacity of individuals, through multiple
modalities, while controlling the negative side effects of the performance burden?

• What pedagogical models (content, training approaches, and delivery mechanisms)
will enhance employees’ ability to rapidly search, filter, and use voluminous infor-
mation, through multiple high-velocity channels?

• What pedagogical forms will enhance employees’ capacity to efficiently acquire and
absorb new knowledge on an ongoing basis, in order to assimilate new data into the
employee knowledge pool? 

How does the individual perceive the netcentric employment relationship?

Organizations have a keen interest in the employee’s perspective regarding the evolving
employment relationship in the netcentric environment.  Future research in this area
should focus on the following questions:

• What is the basis for an employee’s attraction to, and continuing relationship with,
an employer (e.g., autonomy, job security, open and continuing knowledge
exchange)?

• Do financial incentives dominate in loosely coupled organizations? 

• Is a form of trust critical in an employee’s implicit contract with a netcentric
employer?

• How do employees view the functions and requirements of management in a
netcentric organization?

• Does netcentricity alter individuals’ concepts of their professional identity as knowl-
edge workers, or as freelancers with only transient relationships with particular
organizations but with professional commitment and permanent allegiance to their
knowledge guild or members of their netcentric alliance?

• How can organizations strengthen an employee’s concept of professional identity
within the organization?

How can netcentricity enhance the personal lives of employees?

Netcentric forms of work have significant lifestyle and health implications.  As a result,
future research in this area should focus on the following questions:

• What are the positive and negative consequences of seamless connectivity to work,
anytime, from anywhere, to anyplace?

• Does netcentricity affect organizational attraction, work performance or longevity,
employee burnout, and/or family structures and relationships?
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• Do differing physiological consequences arise in connection with alternative forms
of netcentric work arrangements?

• How can netcentricity be used to alleviate employee stress associated with informa-
tion overload and the competing demands of work and personal lives?

• Can organizations reduce employee stress and enhance employee commitment and
satisfaction by implementing information “push” strategies for access to certain
digital services (e.g., PC-based camera hookups to childcare facilities, or online
information centers providing legal and tax resources)?

• How can netcentric organizations provide meaningful connectivity across all work-
force segments, in order to enable all employees to benefit from their collective
contributions and avoid potentially demotivating “disconnects”?

RESEARCH NEEDS UNIQUE TO THE MILITARY

Although several of the previously identified research issues have relevance and priority
in the military context, others (discussed in the following paragraphs) are unique to the
military.

By definition, the introduction of netcentricity will promote (and require) the diffusion
of information across all levels in the military, as it will in public- and private-sector
organizations.  In addition, netcentricity will substantially accelerate the timeframes for
decision-making.

Given these realities, the traditional models of command-and-control leadership may no
longer be appropriate or effective.  This raises a significant concern, however, because the
utility of alternative netcentric leadership models may be limited by the military’s long-
standing hierarchical structure, culture, and traditions, as well as the exigencies of time-
urgent war conditions.

This raises the following question as the primary focus of future research in this area:

What leadership profiles enhance the netcentric-based culture and decision-making
processes of warfare?

Clearly, netcentricity will also impact e-supply chain management practices in the
context of military operations and deployment.  Given the introduction of netcentricity,
the military e-supply chain must be tiered in such a way that core suppliers, distributors,
and transporters have deeper access and more open views into the “Common Operating
Picture” of the military.

Nonetheless, the military cannot be bound to transact electronically solely with these
core supply chain partners.  Rather, pre-qualified suppliers, distributors, and transporters
from all over the world could be mobilized during spikes in global or regional require-
ments, and a DoD portal could publish spot-buy specifications to allow rapid responses
by pre-qualified subscribers.  Future research in this area should focus on the following
questions:

What are the potential impacts of e-supply chain management practices in the
context of military operations and deployment?

• How can netcentricity be used to enhance the mobilization and logistical speed 
of large-scale military operations?

• Could the military become a global electronic auctioneer to gain rapid response
capabilities in times of conflict?
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• How can the military exploit the extended enterprise model and strike the right
balance between maintaining core supply chain capabilities in-house, and mobi-
lizing an electronic network of partners?

• How should the military exploit the opportunities of netcentricity to formulate and
execute a massive expansion of outsourcing contracts to private-sector netcentricity
infrastructure and service providers?

Netcentricity also has an impact on individual decision-making in time-urgent, 
information-rich conditions. Time-urgent decision-making hinges on filtering and
processing the critical and revealing information elements despite the inherent stresses 
in a situation.  Netcentricity exponentially increases the opportunities — and pitfalls —
of the situation by providing massive volumes of filtered and unfiltered, formatted, and
segmented information, some of which may enhance decision-making.

The following research streams must be pursued to leverage the information advantages
associated with netcentricity:

What is the right configuration for decision chains when a “Common Operating
Picture” simultaneously reaches multiple coalition partners, all of whom have the
latitude to act and are equally key to victory?

What can be done to rapidly orient decision-makers as a battle gets under way?

• Is psychological training necessary to orient decision-makers to use real-time data
(and to build their trust in that data) so that they don’t automatically fall back on
using only human sources of data?  (This is important because routine wargames
reveal that there is a cycle of disorientation during which participants overly rely 
on human information sources to orient themselves to the rapidly evolving situa-
tion, rather than using real-time data derived from the IT infrastructure of the
“Common Operating Picture.”)

With regard to crafting a netcentricity diffusion strategy across the military coalition
partners, future research should focus on the following questions:

What parameters and content would constitute an effective strategy to accelerate
the diffusion of netcentricity in the military?

• How can Defense Information Infrastructure (DII) capabilities be effectively and
quickly rolled out and integrated across the Services?

• Where are the champions of change in the Services who will spearhead the transi-
tion to a new paradigm of military operations based on ultra-fast connectivity and
decentralized decision-making?

• How should a team be structured to efficiently drive change and innovation across
the military?

• Which applications should roll out first?

• Can hosted Internet-based applications enable Web browser simplicity of system
operations at the foxhole/ship/field level?

• How can a diffusion strategy overcome the military’s “last mile problem” (e.g.,
antennae on submarines or wireless communications devices on tanks that do not
have the ability to transmit or receive much data despite connectivity advances)?
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How can the military realize the right alignment between internal and external
knowledge and skills in netcentricity?

As previously noted, the U.S. Military faces thorny issues in ensuring a critical mass of
knowledge and skills to promote netcentricity.  Specifically, these issues encompass all
aspects of attracting, recruiting, and retaining a sufficient critical mass of IT-based talent,
particularly given the direct competition from a robust civilian sector.  In light of those
issues, future research in this area should focus on the following questions:

• Which incentives should the military use to compete with the private sector to
ensure the availability of scarce talent?

• What attraction and training strategies can the military use to develop warfighters
and support personnel who excel in a netcentric culture and operating conditions?

• How can the military insert new analytical skills and thinking among its more
senior decision-makers, to prepare them to combat the risks and vulnerabilities
unique to cyberwarfare?
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RESEARCH STRUCTURES
There are many accepted and effective ways to operationalize netcentricity research
priorities.  These strategies include a mix of government, academic, and industry part-
nerships, as summarized in the following table.

ACCEPTED R&D STRATEGIES36

CATEGORY OF ACTION DESCRIPTION

Building Technological Capability

R&D Project Support • Provides funding or practical help for R&D projects

• May support supply or diffusion objectives

Institute/University Linkage • Uses a research institute or higher education establishment
as a source of skills and technology for transfer to industry

Technical Information • Provides information access or tracks technological 
developments

• May support supply or diffusion objectives

Accelerating Diffusion

Capability “Bootstrap” • Creates initial technology/engineering expertise to permit
technological learning and development

Technology Audit • Provides diagnostic services, identifying improvement 
opportunities in the use of technology; normally also 
covers “soft” issues

Manufacturing Consultancy • Helps users implement good manufacturing practices and
technology using state-sector or managed private-sector
consultants

Technology Centers • May follow up technology audit

Awareness and Technology • Relies on small, generally locally-based technology advice, 
Demonstration consulting, or referral centers; normally state-supported, 

possibly privately operated

• Propagandizes about virtues of new technology through the
media, conferences, etc. and by creating demonstration sites
at end-user or special demonstration centers

Bridging Supply/Demand

Education • Provides vocational or technical specialist training outside
normal education channels

Coordination • Coordinates other actions

Government Netcentricity • Defines technical standards and maintains good standards in
the diffusion of IT within government organizations

Science Park • Fosters property development with a charter to promote the
growth of high-technology firms

Inter-Agency Programs • Focuses on large-scale technology programs

• May involve coordinating efforts of different agencies or the
creation of a joint/central program management
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REAL-TIME RESEARCH NETWORKS:  
A NETCENTRIC RESEARCH ALTERNATIVE
The pace and pervasiveness of the netcentric technology 
transformation might require a new and different kind of
research infrastructure that is more agile and distributed than
those highlighted in the preceding table.  Recent examples of
cumulative collective intelligence among networked participants,
such as the one above, or the process surrounding the refinement
and expansion of Linux, show how a high-speed network itself
can facilitate research and development.

To succeed, the netcentricity research agenda must use the network itself as a channel 
for data collection and knowledge-building activities. Virtual Research Teams (VRTs)
in targeted areas of the national netcentricity research agenda should be created, drawing
on government, university, and industry participation and resources. Each VRT could
host its own Web portal, providing libraries of multimedia information, lessons learned,
“best practice” repositories, shared software applications, and communications facilities
to its members. Each VRT could be chartered with a budget, as well as a prescribed
length of time to conduct a structured set of research/survey activities, and report its
findings.

INFUSING THE NETCENTRICITY RESEARCH

AGENDA INTO NATIONAL POLICY MAKING
The U.S. Congress, together with federal technology agencies, the military, large 
businesses, technical associations, state and local economic development officials, and
academia need to jointly establish a loosely coordinated approach to track and stimulate
research on netcentricity.

There is tremendous promise in advancing a complementary set of research initiatives to
understand and diffuse netcentric technologies.  However, there are also hazards to
overly diffuse topics and approaches that could be brought to the research undertaking.
Coordination and oversight can stifle spontaneous creativity and exploration, especially
given the velocity of netcentric change.  However, excessive chaos could undermine
progress by obscuring important synergistic developments.  Hence, the vast scope and
promise of netcentricity suggest that there is value in loosely aligned research foci and
structures, as well as an annual checkpoint to track progress and suggest a roadmap for
the next research phase.

The key is selecting the right organizational mechanism to develop and nurture this
research.  As its primary objective, a collaborative Netcentricity Research Organization
would focus on helping the Nation maintain its lead in advancing netcentric technology.
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Without question, the creation and deployment of a netcentricity research agenda
should be addressed to the recognized, centralized, high-level organization chartered to
advise the President of the United States on science and technology issues, as well as the
coordination of policy and investment.  As it currently exists, this organization has three
core policy units: 

• The President’s Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology is composed of 
key technological leaders from the corporate and academic communities.

• The National Science and Technology (S&T) Council is composed of the major
government operating agencies that are concerned with S&T issues.

• The Office of Science and Technology Policy supports the other units, and acts as the
Nation’s S&T secretariat.

RECOMMENDED NEXT STEPS
As previously defined in this report, the Blue Ribbon Panel has coalesced around a
priority set of research themes that should serve as launch points for future research.  
To pursue that agenda and a portfolio of related research activities, the Panel believes
that the President’s Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology, the National 
Science and Technology Council, and the Office of Science and Technology Policy 
should develop a coordinated deployment plan for converging on, promoting, and 
realizing the netcentricity research agenda, and for assigning accountability for
implementation of these actions. In adopting this mission, these high-level policy
units should address the following first-year action priorities:

• Converge on the immediate research priorities.

• Identify government agencies, industry, and non-profit organizations with a 
netcentricity-relevant mission.

• Galvanize support and funding commitments for the execution of targeted netcen-
tricity research from relevant government agencies, corporations, industry consortia,
and not-for-profit research sponsors. (See Appendix B.)

• Determine appropriate research structures and approaches for the short-term
research priorities.

• Define clear accountability and performance timelines for implementation of the
defined research priorities.

• Launch the first wave of the research agenda by inviting a variety of research 
execution approaches through targeted funding incentives.

In addition, the Office of Science and Technology Policy should gauge progress mile-
stones at periodic intervals, disseminate a progress report, and assist the President’s
Committee of Advisors on Science and Technology and the National Science and
Technology Council in dynamically adjusting their network of partners, funding 
priority levels, and strategies in response to changes in the netcentric landscape.

Of course, none of this work can be done successfully without funding. The Congress
should act to provide the funds necessary to support this research, including the funding
of existing proposals to close the “digital divide” so that all Americans can take advan-
tage of netcentricity, to accelerate the rate and usability of high-speed, deeply networked
systems, and to promote relevant education, training, and learning research programs.
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APPENDIX A:
COMPARISON OF TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, 
AND INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES

FEATURES
• Long-distance communication within minutes, rather than days or weeks

• Messages received at any time

• Messages sent to multiple locations with ease

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
• The telegraph network grew alongside the railroad industry.

• Development was spurred by extensive government aid.

• During the Civil War, 15,000 miles of temporary lines were built; this network was eventually
replaced by private companies.

• Four years after the first experimental line, 20 separate companies owned 12,000 miles of wire.

• Private lines were available in 1869.  By 1878, the industry had more than 285,000 miles 
of wire and 20,000 employees nationwide.

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT
• Transactions coordinated with up-to-the-minute market information

• Broadened field of potential suppliers or markets

• Suppliers kept smaller inventories; stock was quickly replenished

• Direct transactions became possible between producers and customers

• One of the first examples of a bureaucratic industry — served as a model for future businesses

• Made necessary the creation of a system of circuits connecting thousands of offices, 
each with their own internal network for routing messages

• Prompted studies of message traffic density and surges

TELEGRAPH



FEATURES
• Faster than telegraph

• Voice, rather than clicks

• No skilled operator necessary

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
• The telephone network was the offshoot and eventual replacement of the telegraph system.

• Growth of the telephone network was most rapid in the United States (61,000 phones were
licensed in 1880, and 133,000 in 1881. Over 370 million connections were made in 1887.)

• Scientists at Bell Laboratories were the first to develop a cable strong enough to transmit tele-
phone signals.  In 1921, they introduced a cable made of simple copper wire wrapped in “gutta
percha” — a form of rubber insulation made from the sap of the Malaysian gutta percha tree. 
For a trial run, Bell laid its cable between Havana, Cuba, and Key West, Florida.

• The course of international communications was forever altered by the discovery that wrapping
copper cables in polyethylene and using vacuum tubes as repeaters could boost voice signals,
thereby allowing telephone calls to be transmitted over greater distances and at greater depths.
It also led to the completion of the first trans-Atlantic telephone cable in 1956.  Built by AT&T,
the cable — known as TAT-1 — stretched between Oban, Scotland, and Sydney Mines, Nova
Scotia.  TAT-1 was able to transmit up to 32 calls at the same time.

• Until the introduction of solid-state amplifiers in 1984, vacuum tubes remained the foundation of
undersea cable technology.  The use of transistors as repeaters catapulted cable capacity to more
than 10,000 simultaneous calls.  Fiber optic cable further boosted cable speed and capacity by
quickly converting voice signals into digital signals.  When TAT-8, the first cable to use fiber
optic technology, was placed into service between the Unites States and Europe in 1988, more
than 40,000 calls could be placed at the same time.

• The telephony industry garnered $486 million in worldwide earnings in 1913 ($305 million in the
United States alone).

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT
• Caused the telegraph industry to diversify (for example, in a shift from perishable to 

non-perishable information, Western Union developed the first desktop fax; INFO-MAC 
and Telex are other examples)

• Increased the quality of wires to allow for the stronger signals needed to transmit 
voice communications

• Pushed the development of transistors to increase the number of calls that could be sent over
one line

• Accelerated the decision-making cycle in global businesses, and enabled more responsive 
two-way voice communication
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FEATURES 
• Designed from the very beginning to operate without central authority

• Divides messages into small “packages,” and sends them through a series of nodes

• All nodes are created equal

• Each packet of information winds its way through its own series of nodes

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
• The idea for the Internet was spurred by the military’s need for a communication system that

would work after a nuclear attack.

• The initial concept was developed by the Rand Corporation in the early 1960s.

• The Internet began in 1969 with the development of the ARPAnet, which linked supercomputers
at 4 university nodes.

• In 1971, the ARPAnet had 15 nodes; by 1972, that number increased to 37.

• The ARPAnet itself remained fairly tightly controlled until 1983, when its military segment broke
off and became the MILnet.

• In 1984, the National Science Foundation took control of the remainder (known as NSFnet),
which evolved into the backbone of the Internet. Other government agencies (including NASA,
the National Institutes of Health, and the Department of Energy) soon leapt in, with each main-
taining a digital satrapy in the Internet confederation. (The government officially retired the
term ARPAnet in 1989.)

• By the mid-1980s, the government lifted restriction limiting the commercial use of the Internet.
That action, together with the Clinton administration’s High-Performance Computing Initiative,
raised expectations that netcentricity is not a dim prospect, but a certain reality

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT
• Creates a business need for a common format for storing, receiving, and transmitting 

multimedia data (e.g., video, audio, and text files), thereby enabling a richly layered 
profusion and immediacy of critical information within networks

• Provides a platform for a common real-time environment, with browser interface technology 
and “point and click” navigation

• Allows for seamless interconnection of intra- and extra-corporate systems

• Allows for direct network connection to eliminate levels of bureaucracy, thereby forcing changes
in business cultures
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APPENDIX B:
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR
RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS

This appendix identifies a variety of federal, state, and private sector organizations capable
of executing and/or funding a research and development agenda related to netcentricity.

FEDERAL AGENCIES SUPPORTING NETCENTRICITY RESEARCH INITIATIVES
AGENCY DESCRIPTION

Defense Advanced Research DARPA is the central research and development (R&D) organization for
Projects Agency (DARPA) the Department of Defense (DoD). As such, it manages and directs 

selected basic and applied R&D projects for DoD, and pursues research 
www.darpa.mil and technology where the risk and anticipated payoff are both very high, 

and where success may provide dramatic advances for traditional military 
roles and missions and dual-use applications.

DARPA’s primary responsibility is to help maintain U.S. technological 
superiority and to guard against unforeseen technological advances by 
potential adversaries. Consequently, the agency’s mission is to develop 
imaginative, innovative, and often high-risk research ideas that offer a 
significant technological impact that extends well beyond the normal 
evolutionary developmental approaches. DARPA then pursues these ideas 
from the demonstration of technical feasibility through the development 
of prototype systems.

The National Science The NSF issues grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements to fund 
Foundation (NSF) research and education in science and engineering.  The Foundation 

accounts for about 20 percent of all Federal support to academic 
www.nsf.gov institutions for basic research.

• The Directorate for Computer and Information Science and Engineering
(CISE) is the part of NSF that supports research in all areas of
computer and information science and engineering.  CISE also helps 
to develop and maintain a cutting-edge national infrastructure for
research and education.

• The Advanced Networking Infrastructure and Research Division (ANIR)
is the part of NSF that deals specifically with networking solutions.
ANIR encompasses two basic research programs (Networking Research
and Special Projects) with the common goal of supporting research in
the technical areas relevant to the global information infrastructure,
and laying the foundation for future advancements.

National Institute for NIST stimulates U.S. economic growth by developing high-risk and 
Science and Technology enabling technologies through industry-driven, cost-shared partnerships. 
(NIST): Advanced Technology ATP funding stimulates companies of all sizes to take on greater tech-
Program (ATP) nical challenges with larger, broader, and faster payoff potential for 

the Nation. ATP projects focus on the technology needs of U.S. industry,
www.nist.gov rather than those of government. Research priorities for the ATP are set 

by industry. That is, for-profit companies conceive, propose, co-fund, and 
execute ATP projects and programs based on their understanding of the 
marketplace and its opportunities.

www.darpa.mil
www.nsf.gov
www.nist.gov


FEDERAL AGENCIES SUPPORTING NETCENTRICITY RESEARCH INITIATIVES (CONT.)
AGENCY DESCRIPTION

The Chief Information The mission of the CIO Council is to improve the design, modernization,
Officers Council use, sharing, and performance of IT resources. Toward that end, the 

Council supports business process reengineering, continuous process 
cio.gov improvement, and measurable increases in employee productivity in the 

performance of work related to the achievement of agency objectives.

The Office of Science and The OSTP develops and implements federal policies for harnessing 
Technology Policy (OSTP) technology to serve national goals. Toward that end, the OSTP provides 

leadership for the President’s Next Generation Internet (NGI) Initiative, 
www.whitehouse.gov/WH/EOP a 3-year research program designed to:
/OSTP/html/OSTP_Home.html

• Invest in R&D of new networking technologies, such as the ability
to handle real-time multimedia traffic.

• Connect more than 100 research institutions at speeds that are 100
to 1,000 times faster than today’s Internet.

The Office of The Office of Information Technology promotes the strategic 
Information Technology management and effective use of federal IT resources through 

the collaborative development and execution of government-wide 
www.itpolicy.gsa.gov programs and functions.

National Telecommunications The NTIA spurs innovation, encourages competition, helps to create 
& Information Administration jobs, and provides customers with more choices and better quality 
(NTIA) telecommunications products and services at lower prices. In addition, 

the NTIA provides greater access for all Americans; champions greater 
www.ntia.doc.gov foreign market access; creates new opportunities with technology; and 

works with federal, state, and local public safety agencies to address 
future spectrum requirements.
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STATE AGENCIES INVOLVED IN NETCENTRICITY RESEARCH 
AGENCY DESCRIPTION

The Federation of Government The Federation enhances communication among IT managers and 
Information Processing Councils users, as well as industry and academia, and the government  

agencies regulating the use of information processing technologies. 
www.itpolicy.gsa.gov/events/ The Federation leads, represents, and supports 31 local and national 
grp-fgip.htm information processing councils throughout the U.S.  In addition, 

the Federation represents the U.S. in the International Council for  
IT in Government Administration (ICA), which currently includes 
23 member countries.

The Center for Technology The Center for Technology in Government pursues new ways of 
in Government applying computing and communications technologies to the

practical problems of information management and service delivery 
www.ctg.albany.edu in the public sector.  In addition, the Center reduces the costs and 

improves the quality of government services, reduces the risks of 
innovation, and shares the results of its projects throughout the 
public sector.

Public Technologies, Inc. (PTI) PTI is the non-profit technology organization for all cities and 
counties in the United States. The National League of Cities, the 

www.pti.org National Association of Counties, and the International City/County 
Management Association provide PTI with its policy direction, while 
a select group of city and county members conducts applied R&D 
and technology transfer functions. Partnerships with private 
industry; an entrepreneurial spirit; and a focus on connectivity, 
sustainability, and wise decision support are the foundations of 
PTI’s success.

The Urban Consortium The Task Force brings together senior-level officials in telecom-
Telecommunication and munications and information management from the Nation’s largest 
Information Task Force cities and counties, with a focus on the following priorities:

pti.nw.dc.us/task_forces/titf • Improve services, reduce costs, and develop new revenue 
sources through telecommunications and information assets.

• Identify strong business partners, and generate innovative 
business opportunities.

• Examine emerging technologies for potential policy and 
regulatory implications.

The States Inventory Project The mission of the States Inventory Project is to foster the
development of the National Information Infrastructure (NII).  

www.states.org The objective of the Project is to facilitate exchange of NII-related 
information among policy-makers, both within and among the states 
and other jurisdictions.
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PRIVATE SECTOR ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN NETCENTRICITY RESEARCH 
AGENCY DESCRIPTION

The Association for The ACM serves a membership of more than 80,000 computing professionals 
Computing Machinery in more than 100 countries, in all areas of industry, academia, and 

government. ACM is primarily funded by the Federal Government, and key 
www.acm.org areas of ACM’s research include the following examples (among others):

• universal access
• copyright and intellectual property
• encryption and computer security
• free speech and the Internet
• funding for scientific research
• privacy

Cable Television CableLabs is a membership organization consisting of cable television 
Laboratories, Inc. system operators serving cable subscribers in the United States, Canada, 
(CableLabs®) Mexico, and South America. As such, the founding premise of CableLabs 

was to ensure that technologies are made practical and accessible to the 
www.cablelabs.com industry in a timely fashion. The organization’s mission, therefore, is to 

plan and fund R&D projects, transfer the relevant technologies to member 
companies and industry suppliers, and serve as a clearinghouse by providing 
technological information to members.

The Center for Civic CCN is a non-profit organization dedicated to applying information infra-
Networking (CCN) structures to the broad public good.  In particular, CCN achieves this 

objective by putting information infrastructures to work within local 
www.civic.net:2401/ccn.html communities to improve delivery of local government services, improve 

access to information that people need in order to function as informed 
citizens, broaden citizen participation in governance, and stimulate 
economic and community development through the following programs:

• The Municipal Telecommunications Strategies Program supports local
governments as they deal with telecommunications issues.

• The Public Webmarket helps small businesses and community-based
economic development organizations experiment with e-commerce and
Internet marketing.

Corporation for National CNRI is a not-for-profit organization formed in 1986 to foster research and 
Research Initiatives (CNRI) development for the National Information Infrastructure. CNRI’s major goals 

include conducting research to identify and nurture infrastructure tech-
www.cnri.reston.va.us nologies and services that will unlock the potential of information, 

knowledge, and technology.  CNRI promotes various collaborative activities 
that create productive synergies among government agencies, universities, 
and private organizations; undertakes targeted research in technologies for 
digital objects rights management, and high-speed networking; and supports 
various educational initiatives in the public interest.

MCNC MCNC is a unique corporation that offers cost-effective access to advanced
electronic and information technologies and services for businesses, as well

www.mcnc.org state and federal government agencies, and North Carolina’s education
communities. The MCNC Center for Networked Information Discovery and 
Retrieval is a leader in designing and implementing distributed information 
management systems.
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PRIVATE SECTOR ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN NETCENTRICITY RESEARCH (CONT.)
AGENCY DESCRIPTION

The Coalition for CNI is dedicated to advancing the transformative promise of networked 
Networked Information information technology for scholarly communication and intellectual 

productivity. Toward that end, CNI structures its work around three 
www.cni.org central program themes: 

• developing networked information content

• transforming organizations, professions, and individuals

• building technology, standards, and infrastrucures

The Global Information The GIIC is an independent, non-governmental initiative involving 
Infrastructure Commission leaders from developing as well as industrialized countries, organized
(GIIC) under the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS).  

As such, its mission is to foster private-sector leadership and private/ 
www.gii.org public-sector cooperation in the development of information networks 

and services to advance global economic growth, education, and 
quality of life. During its 3-year mandate, the GIIC is pursuing the 
following goals: 

• Strengthen the leadership role of the private sector in the 
development of a diverse, affordable, and accessible information
infrastructure.

• Promote involvement of developing countries in building and
utilizing truly global and open information infrastructures.

• Facilitate activities and identify policy options that foster effective
applications of telecommunications, broadcasting, and information
technologies and services.
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